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Recognition 1988: a celebration
by Thomas Tessier 
Newspeak S ta ff
As Spring Weekend came to a close. Rec­
ognition 1988 was a great way to end it. It was 
the first annual awards ceremony that recog­
nizes admirable characteristics found in those 
worthy people here at WPI.
The ceremony began with Reverend 
Scanlon giving an invocation. Following came 
Vice President for Student Affairs, Bernard 
Brown, who was the Master of Ceremonies for 
the event. Greetings were then offered to the 
nominees, guests, faulty, staff, and students by 
President Jon C. Strauss. Ronald L. Zarrella, 
class o f ’71, now President of Foreign O pera­
tions for Bausch & Lomb, Inc. gave an infor­
mative address on his past experiences at WPI 
and the importance of those experiences that 
were outside academics. He stressed the neces­
sity of being involved in social activities and 
being diverse.
After the address, the presentation of 
awards commenced. The names o f the winners 
o f each award with a brief summary of the type 
o f award follows this article. The five catego­
ries o f awards were Alumni Awards, Aca­
demic Awards, Leadership Awards, Comm u­
nity Service Awards, and Sorority and Frater­
nity Awards.
A benediction by Reverend Schwertfeger 
followed the presentation. Thanks goes to the 
WPI Wind Ensemble for the delightful enter­
tainment as well as to everyone who helped put 
this momentous and successful event together.
Alumni Awards
Student-Alumni Interaction Award for 
students who have greatly contributed to inter­
action between the alumni and the student 
com m unities.
Aw arded to Susan Hepworth '88 and Smyth 
Turner '89
W PI Student Phonothon Award for the top 
caller group of the year.
Awarded to Alpha Tau Omega
The Robert H. Grant '42 Entrepreneurship 
Award for a student who has demostrated the 
skills o f a successful entrepreneur.
Awarded to Thomas Filliman '88
O utstanding Women Student 
Awards
M arietta E. Anderson Award for a woman 
student who not only has a good academic
record but also has been involved in extracur­
ricular activities.
Awarded to Ellen Sloan '89 
The next three awards are funded by an 
anonymous donor intended to honor women 
who have become significant at WPI. Each 
award is based on academic excellence, and 
contributions to the WPI community. 
Bonnie-Blanche Schoonover Award 
Awarded to Leslie Reed '89 
Ellen Knott Award 
Awarded to Michelle Petkers '90 
Gertrude R. Rupp Award 
Awarded to Maura Collins '91
President’s IQP Awards for student 
teams whose performance and presentation of 
their IQP have been judged outstanding in 
focusing on the relationship between science, 
technology, and society.
Awarded to Sergio L e v i '88, Robert Petrin 
'88, and Andrew Scholand '89: "An Evalu­
ation o f the United Kingdom Patent Office 
Search" Advised by Prof. John Zeugner
Also awarded to Tusha Hoskere '88. 
Carolyn Mahoney '88. Valerie Tanigawa 89, 
and Maureen Theis '89: “Abortion Policy: A 
Collision Course?"
(continued on page 5)
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Ted Heine '88, accepts an award for 
his sufficiency at the Recognition '88 
Ceremony.
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New Voices 6 delights audiences
by Helen Webb 
Associate Editor
New Voices 6, this year's edition of W PI’s 
annual festival of student written, directed and 
acted performances, played to packed houses 
last Tuesday through Saturday. Consisting of 
monologues, one- act plays, a “video project”, 
and dance, the festival demonstrated the wide 
range o f talents possessed by WPI students. I 
regret that this review will not adequately 
describe New Voices 6, but one article cannot 
do justice to 21 performances, each of which 
justified attention by its own merit.
First, the monologues!
PITY
One of the best monologues in NV6 was 
“ Pity” by Ann Palmer, in which a young man 
discusses how he dealt with the loss of a leg in 
an automobile accident. Although the young 
man begins by saying that he wants pity, as his 
story unfolded we realized that what he really 
wants is understanding. When he describes 
what finally made him accept his injury - the 
realization that he is not the only person in the 
world to lose a leg, and yet survive - I believe 
the audience really did understand what the 
narrator was going through.
Much o f the success of the monologue is 
due to the excellent performance of Jeffrey 
Yoder, who managed to convey the cocky 
cheerfulness of his character, while still show­
ing the audience that, after seven years, he still 
resented his injury and the changes in his life it 
has caused him.
THE LIFE AND TIMES OF JOHN SMITH
A nother excellent monologue, “The Life 
and Times o f John Smith,” written by Jonathan 
Drummery, was a crowd favorite. Although 
suprise endings may be an overused literary 
device, in this monologue one was employed 
skillfully and made the performance very ef­
fective.
In the monologue, Joe Rimstidt effectively 
portrays a man who claims to be the only friend 
that John Smith ever had. As he describes 
Smith, however, he seems much too harsh to 
really be friends with Smith. He decribes 
Sm ith 's home town as a “sickly little tow n,” 
and he continually refers to John Smith as 
pitiful. The events in Sm ith’s life which he 
describes are far from complementary.
As in “Pity”, one event changes the life of 
John Smith. The narrator describes how Smith 
saved a little girl’s life, then reveals that he is 
John Smith. What made Smith so pitiful was 
a lack of self-confidence inflicted by those 
around him. When he gains self-confidence by 
saving the child, he realizes the type of person 
he can be and has only scorn for everything 
associated with his childhood.
A CALL TO FREEDOM 
“A Call to Freedom” was a good m ono­
logue, but it would have been more effective if 
Jeffrey Yearns, who played a photographer 
captured by Middle Eastern terrorists, had 
looked more beaten up. He describes his 
situation well, and his discussion of how im­
portant freedom now is to him is poignant. 
HONESTLY NOW
This monologue featured Elaine Motyka as 
a woman who fulfills her mother’s prophesy 
that she is never going to have a stable relation­
ship with a man. Her monologue, which con­
sists o f her side of telephone conversations 
over a span of many years, shows the narrator 
to be someone who says she wants independ­
ence, but is unable to live her own life. 
MUSICAL EMOTIONS 
“ Musical Emotions” was a well-performed 
monologue about how an introspective college 
student, well-played by Harold MacKiernan, 
handles his addiction to music. For the narra­
tor, music has gone beyond a simple source of 
enjoyment. He begins the monologue unable 
to feel any emotion without music, and. when 
music is playing, he feels only the emotions 
that music inspires. By the end of the mono­
logue. he has rid him self of his emotional
dependence to whatever music happens to be 
playing in his environment. How? By carrying 
tapes of music for every emotion with him. so 
that, when he needs to feel a certain emotion, 
he just has to listen to the correct tape. The 
monologue was very amusing, and perhaps 
contains a bit o f truth.
A DAY...
One of the few performances of New 
Voices 6 that did not attempt to convey deep 
emotions or delve into the causes of post- 
teenage angst, this monologue by Dave Caiati 
featuring Tony Mastromatteo and an entertain­
ing group of walk-ons, nevertheless deals with 
a topic we can all relate to - the weird dreams 
one has in between buzzes of the snooze alarm. 
And strange they are: everything from an odd 
revisit of elementary school to an encounter 
with aliens looking for a Taco Bell (good 
Mexican food, you see.) The backwards-run­
ning clock, altered by Bruce Klotz, added to the 
oddness of the performance.
Comedy may be the hardest form of drama 
to perform; luckily for all in attendance, it is 
not impossible.
(continued on page 7)
Spring comp 
results
by Helen Webb 
A ssociate Editor
Every student who took a competency 
exam this past March passed it. Roughly half 
of those passing received distinctions.
Campus-wide, fourteen comps were ad­
ministered, including six to electrical engi­
neering students, four to physics students, 
two to mechanical engineering students, and 
one each to com puter science and biology 
students.
The competency exam was one of the 
original features of the WPI Plan. In ex­
change for freedom in course selection, WPI 
students in the 7()’s and early 80 ’s had to pass 
a very rigorous‘competency exam in their 
majors in order to graduate. When depart­
mental distribution requirements began to be 
established in the middle 80’s, the faculty 
decided that the com p was no longer necces- 
sary, and eliminated it in the spring of 1986. 
A few departments, such as Humanities and 
Physics, still require exams. Also, students 
who came to WPI before A term o f 1984 can 
petition to take the comp in lue of meeting 
distribution requirements.
Hull lecture provides insights into the 1990’s
by Thomas Tessier 
Newspeak S ta ff
This year’s annual Hull Memorial Lecture 
had as its guest speaker, Doctor Christopher 
Hill to discuss “Technology Policy in the 
I990’s.”
A fter being introduced. Dr. Hill first de­
clared that his statements were not to be con­
fused with those of Congress or any other 
agency. He began with stating a few o f the 
present day problems such as raising the stan­
dard o f living, competing with foreign coun­
tries, and the need to insure the future of our 
nation.
Technology is defined in several ways by 
Dr Hill. He states it is the collection of methods 
and techniques to improve things with less of 
nature’s resources. Exploitation of the scien­
tific breakthroughs was also another defini­
tion. A third was the solving of old problems in 
new ways, and a final one was the constant 
improvement o f less impressive things. He 
refers to Yankee ingenuity and the success of 
the Japanese to the taking of discoveries, great 
and small, from another country. In the United 
States during the I950’s and 1960’s, he states 
that America was concerned primarily with the
exploitation of breakthroughs.
He went on to discuss the decline o f Amer­
ica with his reasons for the success o f foreign 
countries in our markets being lower prices, 
better quality, and a combination thereof. He 
criticizes America for being too smug, and for 
taking too long to get things done. America is 
hoping and waiting for those big break­
throughs. He suggests that instead of having 
America take big steps, that we should take 
little steps. He admits that many companies are 
doing just that; they’re becoming more adapt­
able. These companies are becoming less bu­
reaucratic, resulting in the employees needing 
to know more about the operations o f the 
business. He also notes that changes in man­
agement and education are needed.
Before, the key was to supply universities 
with funds to do research and development, 
now something more is needed. He hopes for a 
new agency to be set up in the government, so 
that the research and development can be saved 
much red tape. As Einstein suggested that 
science is international, so to is it with Dr. Hill 
as he suggests that technology is international. 
He said the key to the success o f a discovery 
was the use o f that discovery rather than the
breakthrough. A Trade Bill is now in Congress 
lhat will help this push for technology. Unfor­
tunately, President Reagan said he would veto 
this bill if it passed Congress.
W hat would such an agency do? He men­
tions just a few duties o f such an agency: watch 
oversees technology, act as a “cheerleader” by 
rewarding successes, watch the transfer of 
technology between research and development 
and the community, provide financial assis­
tance to train future technicians and non tech ­
nical people, help coordinate small firms and 
technology, and to provide funds to assist 
industrial needs.
Many problems were foreseen if this 
agency were to be set up. Money would be a 
m ajor concern of everyone involved, and close 
coordination between the other agencies would 
be needed. The most competent technicians 
would be needed, so professionals from NASA 
or colleges would have to be brought in to aid 
the agency.
M ost of his hopes are o f something that 
possibly won’t be available until 1990’s, so 
until then more studies will be made on tech­
nology with hopes o f many debates in the near 
future.
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lEDITORIALl
Condom issue cut short
As many WPI students should know by now, plans were being made to install condom 
machines at certain locations on campus. A group had been formed which was made up o f 
students and health services to discuss health issues on campus, including the need fo r  condom 
machines. The decision was made to go ahead, and a student body meeting was scheduled for  
last Thursday to decide where these machines should be placed.
However, earlier in the day on Thursday, the purpose o f  the meeting changed. The President's 
Executive Committee voted down the entire issue after several complaints had been received 
regarding an ad placed in Newspeak about the meeting. The purpose o f the meeting therefore 
changed from where the machines should be placed to whether the student body wants the 
machines. And even though most o f the 25 or so students at the meeting were campus leaders, 
it was easily evident that the topic is quite controversial. So why didn't the President's Executive 
Committee wait to make their decision until they had talked to a number o f  students?
As this is definitely a students issue, many students should have been asked their opinions. 
Perhaps, while the decision was postponed, a survey o f  the students could have been conducted. 
A decision made so quickly by a few  administrators about a definite student issue is not right. 
Sure, the administration should give input, hut so should the students, who are also adults.
There are definite pro 's and con’s to readily available condom machines, but it should be 
stressed that their purpose is not to promote sexual acitivity, but to promote safe sexual activity 
for WPI students.
V ______________________________________________________________________________________>
iLETTERSl
Graduation gripes
Dear President Strauss:
My grandson, Jon Waples, is a graduating 
senior at Worcester Polytechnic institute. He 
recently called me and reluctantly explained 
that he might only be able to get three tickets 
for the commencement ceremony. Unfortu­
nately, this would exclude me, although I 
would be granted the minimal thrill of watch­
ing my only grandson graduate on closed c ir­
cuit television.
Certainly, in an urban area such as W orc­
ester, viable alternatives exist to accomodate a 
more reasonable number o f guests. I find it 
absolutely amazing that an institution as pres­
tigious as WPI could allow such an indiscre­
tion. Obviously, this is not the only letter you 
will receive from offended families. Rest as­
sured, you have offended this one.
Mrs. Harold G. Steinhart
Joshua Smith gets mixed reviews
To the Editor:
Mr. Smith, I am a regular reader of your 
column and although I have opinions on your 
comments, rarely do I feel they are important 
enough for you to care. However, your article 
in last w eek’s N ew speak has inspired me to 
write this response. First, let me introduce you 
to a word. With this word, I can justify why I 
didn’t pick the easier major; in fact, I can 
justify what makes me learn at all with this 
word. This word, Mr. Smith, is CHALLENGE. 
Sure, computers and I have had a long history 
of compatibility and choosing a major of CS 
would only naturally follow, as you also argue. 
However, why, I ask myself, should I learn 
something that comes completely naturally to 
me anyway? Isn’t that in fact a waste of the 
$60,0(X) tuition? Indeed, my decision to choose 
an “ interesting” major was based on that fact 
that I wanted a challenge. I wanted to learn 
something that would stretch the capabilities 
of my mind. Sure, I realized it would require 
a lot o f work, and maybe my success would be 
limited, but when I finished I would have not 
only learned something “ interesting’’, but in­
creased the capabilities o f my mind. I hope by 
now that you are getting the impression that I 
don’t stand for the status quo, I believe in 
constantly improving on that status quo. 
Complacency is almost a bad word, in that 
respect. I am a little worried that your attitude 
is widespread. I believe that what makes this 
country great, among other things, is the 
American attitude of constantly challenging 
the unknown, expanding the limits of reality. 
Who would have thought in 1966 o f the reality 
of our space shuttles. My point here is that I 
hope this American attitude will not die with 
our generation. A decision to pick the CS 
major reminds me of that proverb about rede­
signing the wheel. And now that I am near the 
end o f my undergraduate career, what have I 
done? Yes, I have had limited success with my 
ME major. But I have learned a lot and added 
a new dimensionality to my mind. I'd also like
to add, on a little hesitant note, that my ME 
undergraduate degree will be followed by a CS 
masters degree. I have had a history o f poor 
written communication, so if I confused you or 
you don’t understand my point, reply if you are 
interested as I would be happy to explain 
further.
Mic hael Wagner, ME
To the editor:
I am writing this letter to express my satis­
faction in knowing that this is the last issue of 
N ewspeak in which Joshua Sm ith’s juvenile 
column "My View from the Fourth Year” will 
appear. I know that l speak for a great many 
people when I say that it is a shame that a writer 
with Joshua's talents wastes his time writing 
such garbage. Week after week, he bitches and 
moans about how terrible the WPI campus is, 
how incompetent WPI students and admini­
stration are, and how nothing and nobody lives 
up to his standards. I think that it would be very 
interesting to see a writer with Joshua Sm ith's 
talents and an ego about a quarter o f that size 
write a weekly column in N ewspeak. Then 
perhaps we would see some constructive criti­
cism in the pages of W PI's student newspaper, 
instead of the personal rivalries that are cur­
rently reflected week after week. I have to say 
that I agree with a past N ewspeak editorial 
discussing the problems created when individ­
ual egos taint W PI's student organizations. 
Nowhere is this more evident than in Joshua 
Sm ith’s column. I think that N ew speak, and 
the WPI campus in general, would be much 
better off without people like this, and the 
absence of “ My View from the Fourth Year” is 
a step in the right direction.
Norman Turnquist '89
Concern over condoms
To the Editor:
There has been some concern expressed 
about the ad placed, by the Student Health 
Advisory Committee, in the N ewspeak issue 
of Tuesday, April 26, 1988.
I would like to respond with some back­
ground on the situation. Last year there were 
some students, faculty, and staff that objected 
to the Student Health Service making available 
condoms at no charge to students, and paid for 
by the Health Service budget. Following sig­
nificant discussions concerning this issue, il 
was determined that a Student Health Advisory 
Committee would be formed to work with the 
Health Educator in the Health Service O ffice to 
design health education programs for the 
campus community, including plans for a 
wellness day at WPI, AIDS education, and 
other health related issues.
The Student Health Advisory Committee 
has spent a significant amount of time discuss­
ing the dispensing of condoms on the WPI 
campus and has recommended to the Dean of 
Students’ Office that condom machines be 
placed in some o f our college residence halls. 
The recommendation was brought by me to the 
President’s Executive Comm ittee who have
denied this request.
In response to specific concerns about the 
Newspeak ad, the ad is a reprinting o f AIDS 
Action Committee literature used to promote 
AIDS awareness and education across the 
country. The AIDS Action Committee is a 
Boston based agency, founded in 1982, par­
tially funded by the federal government.
If members of the campus community were 
offended by the ad, I do apologize for that. The 
AIDS Action Committee campaign is targeted 
at a student population that at present is not 
aware of the seriousness of this issue. The ad 
campaign is not aimed at making a moral 
statement about one’s sexual behavior, nor is it 
aimed at promoting promiscuity. Rather, it is 
aimed at saving lives and at educating an 
uninformed student population.
I am hopeful that the WPI Health Service 
and the Student Health Advisory Committee 
will continue their efforts of providing infor­
mation concerning sexually transmitted dis­
eases in order to address a serious campus and 
societal issue.
Bernard H. Brown
Vice President fo r  Student Affairs
To the Editor:
Joshua Smith is an excellent writer, per­
haps the best I have read in Newspeak.
_ _ Smith has a bona fide talent. His articles 
flow logically and effortlessly, and his words 
are chosen and combined very well. The qual­
ity o f the writing in “My View From the Fourth 
Year” is consistently as good as —  or better 
than —  that in many so- called “real” new spa­
pers.
I have enjoyed watching the development 
o f the writing in “My View From Morgan 
Fourth” and “My View From the Fourth Es­
tate.” “ Morgan Fourth” was good; “Fourth 
Estate really began to capture my attention. 
The improvement was steady and solid. And in 
its current form. “My View From the Fourth 
Year,” Josh Smith’s colum n is a real treat. Not 
only does he have something to say, but he 
really says it well. I am sure that his future 
efforts will be even better.
Smith has said that he has been called “an 
old man who has lost his teeth.” I disagree. He 
hasn't mellowed as much as he has grown. He 
is a young man who has lost his baby teeth and 
learned to chew carefully rather than snap 
impulsively.
Sm ith’s writing is really good. And in this,
To the Editor:
This is in regard to the events which have 
taken place over the past two weeks concerning 
this Spring’s Commencement. We have done 
much to understand the process o f decision­
making for graduation ceremonies, and have 
had num erous m eetings with President 
Strauss, Steven Hebert, Ray Gilbert and others. 
We are overwhelmingly pleased with the re­
ception we received by all parties, and extend 
our appreciation and congratulations as well.
The matter of having an outdoor graduation 
is not altogether closed. In fact, the possibili­
ties are being considered at this time. Whether 
or not an outdoor graduation becomes a reality 
for the Class of ’88, we feel the administration 
has done a great deal to accomodate us and our 
cause. Furthermore, the fact that alternatives 
are being discussed even at such a late date says 
a great deal for the administration of this 
school, one whose openness and concern 
should not go unnoticed.
Once again, we extend our thanks to the 
above persons, and to those Seniors who put in 
a word or two for this cause. All are to be 
congratulated.
Timothy J. Clancy '88 
Michael J. Cox ’88 
Neil S. Hanley ’88
his last issue of N ew speak. I felt that he should 
get som e o f the recognition he has deserved for 
years. Instead o f criticizing what he says, I 
would like to compliment Josh Smith on the 
easy sparkle with which he says it.
Howard B. Bernard,
Editor-in-Chief, Newspeak Volume 13 
(1985)
To the Editor:
Just a quick note to express my thanks to 
Joshua Smith for his entertaining and interest­
ing columns written over the last few years. 
Some have even been informative! Josh, how 
about an alumni column? “ My View from the 
Fourth Dimension” maybe?
Dr. Jim Groccia
Director, Student Counseling Center
M e w s a c a h
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Condom issue cut short
As many WPI students should km>w by now, plans wwt* being made to install comlom 
machines at certain locations on campus. A jf roup had been farmed which was made up o f 
students and health seirices to discuss health issues on campus, including the need fo r  condom 
machines. The decision was made to go ahead, and a student hotly meeting was scheduled for  
last Thursday to decide where these machines should In- placed
However, earlier in the day on Thursday, the purpose o f the meeting changed. The President's 
Executive Committee voted down the entire issue after several complaints had been received 
regarding an ad placed in Newspeak ahuit tlte meeting. The purpose o f the meeting therefore 
changed from where the machines should be placed to whether the student body wants the 
machines. And even though most o f the 25 or so students at the meeting were campus leaders, 
il was easily evident that the topic is quite contiwersial. So why didn't the President's Executive 
Committee wait to make their decision until they had talked to a number i f  students?
As this is definitely a students issue, many students should have been asked their opinions. 
Perhaps, while the decision was postponed, a survey o f the students could have been conducted. 
A decision made so quickly by a few  administrators about a definite student issue is not right. 
Sure, the administration should give input, but so should the students, who are also adults.
There are definite pro's and con's to readily available condom machines, but il should be 
stressed that their purpose is not to promote sexual acitivity. but to promote sqfe sex ual activity 
for WPI students.
ILETTERS
Graduation gripes
Dear President Strauss:
My grandson, Jon Waplcs, is a graduating 
senior al Worcester Polytechnic Institute. He 
recently called me and reluctantly explained 
that he might only he able to get three tickets 
tor the commencement ceremony. U nfortu­
nately, this would exclude me, although 1 
would be granted the minimal thrill o f watch­
ing my only grandson graduate on closed c ir­
cuit television.
Certainly, in an urban area such as W orc­
ester, viable alternatives exist to accomodate a 
more reasonable number o f guests. I find it 
absolutely amazing that an institution as pres­
tigious as WPI could allow such an indiscre­
tion. Obviously, this is not the only letter you 
will receive from offended families. Rest as­
sured, you have offended this one.
Mrs. Harold G. Steinhart
Joshua Smith gets mixed reviews
To the Editor:
Mr. Smith, I am a regular reader of your 
column and although I have opinions on your 
comments, rarely do I feel they are important 
enough for you to care. However, your article 
in last w eek 's N ewspeak has inspired me to 
write this response. First, let me introduce you 
to a word. With this word, I can justify why I 
didn't pick the easier major; in fact, I can 
justify what makes me learn al all with this 
word. This word, Mr. Smith, is CHALLENGE. 
Sure, computers and I have had a long history 
of compatibility and choosing a major of CS 
would only naturally follow, as you also argue. 
However, why, I ask myself, should I learn 
something that comes completely naturally to 
me anyway? Isn't that in fact a waste ol the 
$6(),00() tuition? Indeed, my decision to choose 
an “interesting" major was based on that lad  
that I wanted a challenge. I wanted to learn 
something that would stretch the capabilities 
o f my mind. Sure, I realized il would require 
a lot of work, and maybe my success would be 
limited, but when I finished I would have not 
only learned something “ interesting", hut in 
creased the capabilities o f my mind. I hope by 
now that you are getting the impression that I 
don’t stand for the status quo, I believe in 
constantly improving on that status quo. 
Complacency is almost a had word, in that 
respect. I am a little worried that your altitude 
is widespread. I believe that what makes this 
country great, among other things, is the 
American attitude of constantly challenging 
the unknown, expanding the limits ol reality, 
Who would have thought in 1966 ol the reality 
o f our space shuttles. My point here is that I 
hope (his American attitude will not die with 
our generation. A decision to pick the CS 
major reminds me of that proverb about rede 
signing the wheel. And now that I am near the 
end of my undergraduate career, what have I 
done? Yes, I have had limited success with my 
ML major. Hut I have learned a lot and added 
a new dimensionality to my mind. I’d also like
to add, on a little hesitant note, that my ME 
undergraduate degree will he followed by a CS 
masters degree. I have had a history of poor 
written communication, so if I confused you or 
you don’t understand my point, reply if you are 
interested as I would he happy to explain 
further.
Michael Wagner. ME
To the editor:
I am writing this letter to express my satis­
faction in knowing that this is the last issue of 
N ewspeak in which Joshua Sm ith’s juvenile 
colum n "My View from the Fourth Year" will 
appear. I know that I speak lor a great many 
people when I say that il is a shame that a writer 
with Joshua’s talents wastes his time writing 
such garbage. Week alter week, lie bitches and 
moans about how terrible the WPI campus is, 
how incompetent WPI students and admini­
stration are, and how nothing and nobody lives 
up to his standards. I ilimk that il would be very 
interesting to see a writer with Joshua Smith’s 
talents and an ego about a quarter of that size 
write a weekly colum n in Newspeak. Then 
perhaps we would see some constructive criti­
cism in the pages ol W PI’s student newspaper, 
instead of the personal rivalries that are cur­
rently reflected week after week. I have to say 
that I agree with a past N ewspeak editorial 
discussing the problems created when individ­
ual egos taint W PI’s student organizations. 
Nowhere is this more evident than in Joshua 
Sm ith 's column. I think llial Newspeak. and 
the WPI campus in general, would be much 
better oil without people like this, and the 
absence ol "My View from the Fourth Year” is 
a step m the right direction.
Norman Turnquist '89
Concern over condoms
To the Editor:
There has been som e concern expressed 
about the ad placed, by the Student Health 
Advisory Committee, in the N ewspeak issue 
of Tuesday. April 2b, I9XK.
I would like to respond with some back 
ground on the situation. Last year there were 
some students, faculty, and stall that objected 
to the Student Health Service making available 
condoms at no charge to students, and paid lor 
by the Health Service budget. Following sv,< 
nifieant discussions concerning this issue, it 
was determined that a Student I leallh Advisory 
Committee would be formed to work with the 
Health Educator in the Health Service < Ml ice to 
design health education programs lor the 
campus community, including plans for a 
wellness day at WPI, AIDS education, and 
other health related issues.
The Student Health Advisory Committee 
has spent a significant amount of time discuss 
ing the dispensing of condoms on the WPI 
campus and has recommended to the Dean of 
Students’ Office that condom machines be 
placed in some of our college residence halls. 
The recommendation was brought by me to the 
President's Executive Committee who have
denied this request.
In response to specific concerns about the 
N ewspeak ad, the ail is a reprinting o f AIDS 
Action Committee literature used to promote 
AIDS awareness and education across the 
country. The AIDS Action Committee is a 
Boston based agency, founded in P>82, par­
tially funded by the federal government.
II members ol the campus community were 
offended by the ad I do  apologize for that. The 
AIDS Action Comm ittee campaign is targeted 
at a student population that at present is not 
aware of the seriousness ol this issue. The ad 
cam paign is not aim ed at making a moral 
statement about one 's  sexual behavior, nor is it 
aimed al promoting promiscuity. Rather, it is 
aimed at saving lives and at educating an 
uninformed student population.
I am ho|>cful that the WPI Health Service 
and the Student Health Advisory Committee 
will continue their ef forts of providing infor­
mation concerning sexually transmitted dis­
eases h i order to address a serious campus and 
societal issue.
Bernard II Brown
Vice President fo r  Student Affairs
To the Editor:
Joshua Smith is an excellent writer, per­
haps the best I have read in Newspeak.
_ Smith has a bona fide talent. His articles 
How logically and effortlessly, and his words 
are chosen and combined very well. The qual­
ity o f the writing in “My View From the Fourth 
Year” is consistently as good as —  or better 
than —  that in many so- called “ real" new spa­
pers.
I have enjoyed watching the development 
o f the writing in “My View From Morgan 
Fourth” and "My View From the Fourth Es­
tate." “ Morgan Fourth” was good; “Fourth 
Estate really began to capture my attention. 
The improvement was steady and solid. And in 
its current form, "My View From the Fourth 
Year." Josh Sm ith’s column is a real treat. Not 
only does he have something to say. but he 
really says it well. I am sure that his future 
efforts will be even better.
Smith has said that he has been called "an 
old man w ho has lost his teeth." I disagree. He 
hasn’t mellowed as much as he has grown. He 
is a young man who has lost his baby teeth and 
learned to chew carefully rather than snap 
im pulsively.
Sm ith’s writing is really good. And in this,
To the Editor:
This is in regard to the events which have 
taken place over the past two weeks concerning 
this Spring’s Commencement. W e have done 
much to understand the process o f decision­
making for graduation cerem onies, and have 
had num erous m eetings with President 
Strauss, Steven Hebert. Ray Gilbert and others. 
We are overwhelmingly pleased with the re­
ception we received by all parties, and extend 
our appreciation and congratulations as well.
The matter o f having an outdoor graduation 
is not altogether closed. In fact, the possibili­
ties are being considered al this time. Whether 
or not an outdoor graduation becomes a reality 
for the Class of ’88, we feel the administration 
has done a great deal to accom odate us and our 
cause. Furthermore, the fact that alternatives 
are being discussed even at such a late date says 
a great deal for the administration of this 
school, one whose openness and concern 
should not go unnoticed.
Once again, we extend our thanks to the 
above persons, and to those Seniors who put in 
a word or two for this cause. All are to be 
congratulated.
Timothy J. Clancy '88 
Michael J. Cox '88 
Neil S. Hanley '88
his last issue of N ewspeak, I felt that he should 
get some of the recognition he has deserved for 
years. Instead o f criticizing what he says, I 
would like to compliment Josh Smith on the 
easy sparkle with which he says it.
Howard B. Bernard,
Editor-in-Chief, Newspeak Volume 13 
(1985)
To the Editor:
Just a quick note to express my thanks to 
Joshua Smith for his entertaining and interest­
ing columns written over the last few years. 
Some have even been informative! Josh, how 
about an alumni column? "M y View from the 
Fourth Dimension” maybe?
Dr. Jim Groccia
Director, Student Counseling Center
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IEDITORIAL ILETTERS
Condom issue cut short
As many WPI students should know by now, plans were being made to install condom 
machines at certain locations on campus. A group had been formed which was made up of 
students and health sen’ices to discuss health issues on campus, including the need fo r condom 
machines. The decision was made to go ahead, and a student body meeting was scheduled for  
last Thursday to decide where these machines should be placed.
However, earlier in the day on Thursday, the purpose o f the meeting changed. The President's 
Executive Committee voted down the entire issue after several complaints had been received 
regarding an ad placed in Newspeak about the meeting. The purpose o f the meeting therefore 
changed from  where the machines should be placed to whether the student body wants the 
machines. And even though most o f the 25 or so students at the meeting were campus leaders, 
it was easily evident that the topic is quite controversial. So why didn't the President's Executive 
Committee wait to make their decision until they had talked to a number o f students?
As this is definitely a students issue, many students should have been asked their opinions. 
Perhaps, while the decision was postponed, a sun’ey o f the students could have been conducted. 
A decision made so quickly by a few  administrators about a definite student issue is not right. 
Sure, the administration should give input, hut so should the students, who are also adults.
There are definite pro’s and con’s to readily available condom machines, but it should be 
stressed that their purpose is not to promote sexual acitivity, but to promote safe sexual activity 
^  fo r  WPI students.
Graduation gripes
Dear President Strauss:
My grandson, Jon Waples, is a graduating 
senior at W orcester Polytechnic Institute. He 
recently called me and reluctantly explained 
that he might only be able to get three tickets 
for the commencement ceremony. Unfortu­
nately, this would exclude me, although I 
would be granted the minimal thrill of watch­
ing my only grandson graduate on closed cir­
cuit television.
Certainly, in an urban area such as Worc­
ester, viable alternatives exist to accomodate a 
more reasonable number of guests. I find it 
absolutely amazing that an institution as pres­
tigious as WPI could allow such an indiscre­
tion. Obviously, this is not the only letter you 
will receive from offended families. Rest as­
sured, you have offended this one.
Mrs. Harold G. Steinhart
Joshua Smith gets mixed reviews
To the Editor:
Mr. Smith, I am a regular reader o f your 
column and although I have opinions on your 
comments, rarely do I feel they are important 
enough for you to care. However, your article 
in last w eek’s N ewspeak has inspired me to 
write this response. First, let me introduce you 
to a word. With this word, I can justify why I 
d idn 't pick the easier major; in fact, I can 
justify what makes me learn at all with this 
word. This word, Mr. Smith, is CHALLENGE. 
Sure, computers and I have had a long history 
of compatibility and choosing a major o f CS 
would only naturally follow, as you also argue. 
However, why, I ask myself, should I leam 
something that comes completely naturally to 
me anyway? Isn’t that in fact a waste o f the 
$60,(XX) tuition? Indeed, my decision to choose 
an “ interesting” major was based on that fact 
that I wanted a challenge. I wanted to leam 
•'omething that would stretch the capabilities 
ot my mind. Sure, I realized it would require 
a lot of work, and maybe my success would be 
limited, but when I finished I would have not 
only learned something “ interesting”, but in­
creased the capabilities o f my mind. I hope by 
now that you are getting the impression that I 
don’t stand for the status quo, I believe in 
constantly improving on that status quo. 
Complacency is almost a bad word, in that 
respect. I am a little worried that your attitude 
is widespread. I believe that what makes this 
country great, among other things, is the 
American attitude of constantly challenging 
the unknown, expanding the limits of reality. 
W ho would have thought in 1966 o f the reality 
of our space shuttles. My point here is that I 
hope this American attitude will not die with 
our generation. A decision to pick the CS 
m ajor reminds me o f that proverb about rede­
signing the wheel. And now that I am near the 
end of my undergraduate career, what have I 
done? Yes, I have had limited success with my 
ME major. But I have learned a lot and added 
a new dimensionality to my mind. I ’d also like
to add, on a little hesitant note, that my ME 
undergraduate degree will be followed by a CS 
masters degree. I have had a history o f poor 
written communication, so if I confused you or 
you don’t understand my point, reply if  you are 
interested as I would be happy to explain 
further.
Michael Wagner. ME
To the editor:
I am writing this letter to express my satis­
faction in knowing that this is the last issue of 
N ewspeak in which Joshua Smith’s juvenile 
column “ My View from the Fourth Year” will 
appear. I know that I speak for a great many 
people when I say that it is a shame that a writer 
with Joshua's talents wastes his time writing 
such garbage. Week after week, he bitches and 
moans about how terrible the WPI campus is, 
how incompetent WPI students and admini­
stration are, and how nothing and nobody lives 
up to his standards. I think that it would be very 
interesting to see a writer with Joshua Smith's 
talents and an ego about a quarter o f that size 
write a weekly column in N ewspeak. Then 
perhaps we would see some constructive criti­
cism in the pages of W PI's student newspaper, 
instead o f the personal rivalries that are cur­
rently reflected week after week. I have to say 
that I agree with a past Newspeak editorial 
discussing the problems created when individ­
ual egos taint W PI's student organizations. 
Nowhere is this more evident than in Joshua 
Smith’s column. I think that Newspeak. and 
the WPI campus in general, would be much 
better o ff without people like this, and the 
absence o f “ My View from the Fourth Year” is 
a step in the right direction.
Norman Turnquist ’89
Concern over condoms
To the Editor:
There has been some concern expressed 
about the ad placed, by the Student Health 
Advisory Committee, in the N ewspeak issue 
of Tuesday, April 26, 1988.
I would like to respond with some back­
ground on the situation. Last year there were 
some students, faculty, and staff that objected 
to the Student Health Service making available 
condoms at no charge to students, and paid for 
by the Health Service budget. Following sig­
nificant discussions concerning this issue, it 
was determined that a Student Health Advisory 
Committee would be formed to work with the 
Health Educator in the Health Service O ffice to 
design health education programs for the 
campus community, including plans for a 
wellness day at WPI, AIDS education, and 
other health related issues.
The Student Health Advisory Committee 
has spent a significant amount of time discuss­
ing the dispensing of condoms on the WPI 
campus and has recommended to the Dean of 
Students’ Office that condom machines be 
placed in some of our college residence halls. 
The recommendation was brought by me to the 
President’s Executive Committee who have
denied this request.
In response to specific concerns about the 
N ewspeak ad, the ad is a reprinting o f AIDS 
Action Committee literature used to promote 
AIDS awareness and education across the 
country. The AIDS Action Committee is a 
Boston based agency, founded in 1982, par­
tially funded by the federal government.
If members of the campus community were 
offended by the ad, I do apologize for that. The 
AIDS Action Committee campaign is targeted 
at a student population that at present is not 
aware of the seriousness of this issue. The ad 
campaign is not aimed at making a moral 
statement about one’s sexual behavior, nor is it 
aimed at promoting promiscuity. Rather, it is 
aimed at saving lives and at educating an 
uninformed student population.
I am hopeful that the WPI Health Service 
and the Student Health Advisory Committee 
will continue their efforts o f providing infor­
mation concerning sexually transmitted dis­
eases in order to address a serious campus and 
societal issue.
Bernard H. Brown
Vice President fo r  Student Affairs
To the Editor:
Joshua Smith is an excellent writer, per­
haps the best I have read in Newspeak.
_ _ Smith has a bona fide talent. His articles 
flow logically and effortlessly, and his words 
are chosen and combined very well. The qual­
ity of the writing in “My View From the Fourth 
Year” is consistently as good as —  or better 
than —  that in many so- called "real” newspa­
pers.
I have enjoyed watching the development 
of the writing in “My View From Morgan 
Fourth” and “My View From the Fourth Es­
tate.” “Morgan Fourth” was good; “ Fourth 
Estate really began to capture my attention. 
The improvement was steady and solid. And in 
its current form, "M y View From the Fourth 
Year,” Josh Sm ith’s column is a real treat. Not 
only does he have something to say, but he 
really says it well. I am sure that his future 
efforts will be even better.
Smith has said that he has been called “an 
old man who has lost his teeth." I disagree. He 
hasn't mellowed as much as he has grown. He 
is a young man who has lost his baby teeth and 
learned to chew carefully rather than snap 
impulsively.
Smith’s writing is really good. And in this,
To the Editor:
This is in regard to the events which have 
taken place over the past two weeks concerning 
this Spring’s Commencement. We have done 
much to understand the process of decision­
making for graduation ceremonies, and have 
had num erous m eetings with P resident 
Strauss, Steven Hebert, Ray Gilbert and others. 
We are overwhelmingly pleased with the re­
ception we received by all parties, and extend 
our appreciation and congratulations as well.
The matter o f having an outdoor graduation 
is not altogether closed. In fact, the possibili­
ties are being considered at this time. W hether 
or not an outdoor graduation becomes a reality 
for the Class of ’88, we feel the administration 
has done a great deal to accomodate us and our 
cause. Furthermore, the fact that alternatives 
are being discussed even at such a late date says 
a great deal for the administration o f  this 
school, one whose openness and concern 
should not go unnoticed.
Once again, we extend our thanks to the 
above persons, and to those Seniors who put in 
a word or two for this cause. All are to be 
congratulated.
Timothy J. Clancy '88 
Michael J. Cox '88 
Neil S. Hanley '88
his last issue of Newspeak, I felt that he should 
get some o f the recognition he has deserved for 
years. Instead of criticizing what he says, I 
would like to compliment Josh Smith on the 
easy sparkle with which he says it.
Howard B. Bernard,
Editor-in-Chief, Newspeak Volume 13 
(1985)
To the Editor:
Just a quick note to express my thanks to 
Joshua Smith for his entertaining and interest­
ing columns written over the last few years. 
Some have even been informative! Josh, how 
about an alumni column? “My View from the 
Fourth D imension” maybe?
Dr. Jim Groccia
Director, Student Counseling Center
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[EDITORIAL
Condom issue cut short
As many WPI students should know by now, plans were being made to install condom 
machines at certain locations on campus. A group had been formed which was made up o f  
students and health sen'ices to discuss health issues on campus, including the need fo r  condom 
machines. The decision was made to go ahead, and a student body meeting was scheduled fo r  
last Thursday to decide where these machines should be placed.
However, earlier in the day on Thursday, the purpose o f the meeting changed. The President's 
Executive Committee voted down the entire issue after several complaints had been received 
regarding an ad placed in Newspeak about the meeting. The purpose o f the meeting therefore 
changed from  where the machines should be placed to whether the student body wants the 
machines. And even though most o f the 25 or so students at the meeting were campus leaders, 
it was easily evident that the topic is quite controversial. So why didn't the President's Executive 
Committee wait to make their decision until they had talked to a number o f students?
As this is definitely a students issue, many students should have been asked their opinions. 
Perhaps, while the decision was postponed, a survey o f the students could have been conducted. 
A decision made so quickly by a few  administrators about a definite student issue is not right. 
Sure, the administration should give input, but so should the students, who are also adults.
There are definite pro's and con's to readily available condom machines, but it should be 
stressed that their purpose is not to promote sexual acitivity, but to promote safe sexual activity 
fo r  WPI students.
\ _______________________________________________________________________________________'
ILETTERS
Graduation gripes
Dear President Strauss:
My grandson, Jon Waples, is a graduating 
senior at W orcester Polytechnic Institute. He 
recently called me and reluctantly explained 
that he might only be able to get three tickets 
tor the commencement ceremony. Unfortu­
nately. this would exclude me. although I 
would be granted the minimal thrill o f watch­
ing my only grandson graduate on closed cir­
cuit television.
Certainly, in an urban area such as Worc­
ester, viable alternatives exist to accomodate a 
more reasonable number o f guests. I find it 
absolutely amazing that an institution as pres­
tigious as WPI could allow such an indiscre­
tion. Obviously, this is not the only letter you 
will receive from offended families. Rest as­
sured, you have offended this one.
Mrs. Harold G. Steinhart
Joshua Smith gets mixed reviews
T o the Editor:
Mr. Smith, I am a regular reader o f your 
colum n and although I have opinions on your 
comm ents, rarely do I feel they are important 
enough for you to care. However, your article 
in last w eek’s N ewspeak has inspired me to 
write this response. First, let me introduce you 
to a word. With this word, I can justify why I 
d idn ’t pick the easier major; in fact, I can 
justify  what makes me learn at all with this 
word. This word, Mr. Smith, is CHALLENGE. 
Sure, computers and I have had a long history 
o f compatibility and choosing a major of CS 
would only naturally follow, as you also argue. 
However, why, I ask myself, should I leam 
something that comes completely naturally to 
me anyway? Isn 't that in fact a waste of the 
$60,000 tuition? Indeed, my decision to choose 
an "interesting" major was based on that fact 
that I wanted a challenge. I wanted to leam 
something that would stretch the capabilities 
o f  my mind. Sure, I realized it would require 
a lot of work, and maybe my success would be 
limited, but when I finished I would have not 
only learned something "interesting", but in­
creased the capabilities of my mind. I hope by 
now that you are getting the impression that I 
d on ’t stand for the status quo. I believe in 
constantly improving on that status quo. 
Complacency is almost a bad word, in that 
respect. I am a little worried that your attitude 
is widespread. I believe that what makes this 
country great, among other things, is the 
American attitude o f constantly challenging 
the unknown, expanding the limits of reality. 
W ho would have thought in 1966 o f the reality 
o f our space shuttles. My point here is that I 
hope this American attitude will not die with 
our generation. A decision to pick the CS 
m ajor reminds me o f that proverb about rede­
signing the wheel. And now that I am near the 
end of my undergraduate career, what have I 
done? Yes. I have had limited success with my 
ME major. But I have learned a lot and added 
a new dimensionality to my mind. I’d also like
to add, on a little hesitant note, that my ME 
undergraduate degree will be followed by a CS 
masters degree. I have had a history of poor 
written comm unication, so if I confused you or 
you don’t understand my point, reply if you are 
interested as I would be happy to explain 
further.
Michael Wagner. ME
To the editor:
I am writing this letter to express my satis­
faction in knowing that this is the last issue of 
N ewspeak in which Joshua Sm ith’s juvenile 
column "M y View from the Fourth Year" will 
appear. I know that I speak for a great many 
people when I say that it is a shame that a writer 
with Joshua's talents wastes his time writing 
such garbage. Week after week, he bitches and 
moans about how terrible the WPI campus is, 
how incompetent WPI students and admini­
stration are, and how nothing and nobody lives 
up to his standards. I think that it would be very 
interesting to see a writer with Joshua Sm ith’s 
talents and an ego about a quarter o f that size 
write a weekly colum n in Newspeak. Then 
perhaps we would see some constructive criti­
cism in the pages of W PI's student newspaper, 
instead o f the personal rivalries that are cur­
rently reflected week after week. 1 have to say 
that I agree with a past N ewspeak editorial 
discussing the problems created when individ­
ual egos taint W PI's student organizations. 
Nowhere is this more evident than in Joshua 
Smith’s column. I think that Newspeak, and 
the WPI campus in general, would be much 
better o ff without people like this, and the 
absence o f  "My View from the Fourth Year" is 
a step in the right direction.
Norman Turnquist "89
Concern over condoms
To the Editor:
There has been some concern expressed 
about the ad placed, by the Student Health 
Advisory Committee, in the N ewspeak issue 
o f Tuesday. April 26, 1988.
I would like to respond with some back­
ground on the situation. Last year there were 
some students, faculty, and staff that objected 
to the Student Health Service making available 
condoms al no charge to students, and paid for 
by the Health Service budget. Following sig­
nificant discussions concerning this issue, it 
was determined that a Student Health Advisory 
Committee would be formed to work with the 
Health Educator in the Health Service Office to 
design health education programs for the 
campus community, including plans for a 
wellness day at WPI, AIDS education, and 
other health related issues.
The Student Health Advisory Committee 
has spent a significant amount of time discuss­
ing the dispensing of condoms on the WPI 
campus and has recommended to the Dean of 
Students’ Office that condom machines be 
placed in some of our college residence halls. 
The recommendation was brought by me to the 
President’s Executive Committee who have
denied this request.
In response to specific concerns about the 
Newspeak ad. the ad is a reprinting of AIDS 
Action Committee literature used lo promote 
AIDS awareness and education across the 
country. The AIDS Action Committee is a 
Boston based agency, founded in 1982, par­
tially funded by the federal government.
If members of the campus community were 
offended by the ad, I do apologize for that. The 
AIDS Action Committee campaign is targeted 
at a student population that at present is not 
aware o f the seriousness of this issue. The ad 
campaign is not aimed at making a moral 
statement about one’s sexual behavior, nor is it 
aimed at promoting promiscuity. Rather, it is 
aimed at saving lives and at educating an 
uninformed student population.
I am hopeful that the WPI Health Service 
and the Student Health Advisory Committee 
will continue their efforts o f providing infor­
mation concerning sexually transmitted d is­
eases in order to address a serious campus and 
societal issue.
Bernard H. Brown
Vice President fo r  Student Affairs
To the Editor:
Joshua Smith is an excellent writer, per­
haps the best I have read in Newspeak.
_ „ Smith has a bona fide talent. His articles 
How logically and effortlessly, and his words 
are chosen and combined very well. The qual­
ity o f the writing in “ My View From the Fourth 
Year” is consistently as good as —  or better 
than —  that in many so- called “ real” newspa­
pers.
I have enjoyed watching the development 
of the writing in “ My View From Morgan 
Fourth" and “My View From the Fourth Es­
tate.” "M organ Fourth” was good; “Fourth 
Estate really began to capture my attention. 
The improvement was steady and solid. And in 
its current form, “ My View From the Fourth 
Year,” Josh Sm ith’s column is a real treat. Not 
only does he have something to say. but he 
really says it well. I am sure that his future 
efforts will be even better.
Smith has said that he has been called “an 
old man who has lost his teeth." I disagree. He 
hasn't mellowed as much as he has grown. He 
is a young man who has lost his baby teeth and 
learned to chew carefully rather than snap 
impulsively.
Sm ith’s writing is really good. And in this,
To the Editor:
This is in regard to the events which have 
taken place over the past two weeks concerning 
this Spring’s Commencement. We have done 
much to understand the process of decision­
making for graduation ceremonies, and have 
had num erous m eetings with President 
Strauss, Steven Hebert, Ray Gilbert and others. 
We are overwhelmingly pleased with the re­
ception we received by all parties, and extend 
our appreciation and congratulations as well.
The m atter of having an outdoor graduation 
is not altogether closed. In fact, the possibili­
ties are being considered at this time. Whether 
or not an outdoor graduation becomes a reality 
for the C lass o f ’88, we feel the administration 
has done a great deal to accomodate us and our 
cause. Furthermore, the fact that alternatives 
are being discussed even at such a late date says 
a great deal for the administration of this 
school, one whose openness and concern 
should not go unnoticed.
Once again, we extend our thanks to the 
above persons, and to those Seniors who put in 
a word or two for this cause. All are to  be 
congratulated.
Timothy J. Clancy '88 
Michael J. Cox ’88 
Neil S. Hanley '88
his last issue o f N ew speak, I felt that he should 
get some o f the recognition he has deserved for 
years. Instead of criticizing what he says, I 
would like to compliment Josh Smith on the 
easy sparkle with which he says it.
Howard B Bernard,
Editor-in-Chief, Newspeak Volume 13 
(1985)
To the Editor:
Just a quick note to express my thanks to 
Joshua Smith for his entertaining and interest­
ing columns written over the last few years. 
Some have even been informative! Josh, how 
about an alumni column? "My View from the 
Fourth Dimension” maybe?
Dr. Jim Groccia
Director, Student Counseling Center
Hewweali
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r My View From the Fourth Year \
V The Truth at Last J
by Joshua Smith 
Newspeak S ta ff
Well, kids, this is it. The last colum n of the 
Iasi term of my last year of WPI studentdom. 
At last.
It was suggested to me that my last column 
should be radically different from all the rest. 
As a friend o f mine put it, “For the past three 
years, you’ve been all sarcasm and humor;-why 
not tell people what you really think?” Seemed 
like a good idea, until I realized that I’ve been 
writing these things for so long, I no longer 
remember my true opinions on m ost subjects. 
I’ll try though.
First, I will review the “Boynton Hall
Pulsar
Boys” :
John Strauss. For those of you who are 
really ignorant, that is the name of the presi­
dent o f this institution. I think he does a damn 
good job, considering his position. The faculty 
take it upon themselves to oversee all adminis­
trative goings on, so his power is seriously 
limited. But if you consider him as a public 
relations representative, rather than as a colle­
giate president, it is easy to see his competence. 
He is tremendously honest, for a P.R. man; 
uttering famous quotes like, “We raise tuition 
because we can.” I like him.
Bill Grogan. I haven’t the slightest idea 
what this m an’s job  entails. All 1 know is that 
every calendar change comes from his office.
by Carlos M. Allende
If his only responsibility is to change the 
calendar, I guess he knows what he’s doing (he 
certainly has had a lot of practice).
Bill Trask. I’m not terribly impressed with 
the performance of OGCP, but I have nothing 
to complain about. The job I’ll be moving into 
was the result of an interview conducted at 
OGCP. But my major is CS, I think they do a 
terrible job  getting recruiters for many of the 
more obscure majors. If your major isn’t CS or 
some fom vof Engineering, it is damn hard to 
find a job through OGCP.
Bob Voss. Bob is the man in charge of 
admissions, financial aid and all that kind of 
stuff. He strikes an amazing resemblance to 
Ge^orge Will. Anyway, I think he has a few per­
sonality quirks. Ever since he through a temper 
tantrum two years ago (they held a “Come see 
what a great place WPI is”jj iin g  for prospec- 
|.tivkfryhtHfcif;Hf?<rple Says after the elimina­
tion o fthe  Comp; it was ugly) and we bumped 
heads, he refuses to look at me. It 's  kind of 
funny, though. 1 see him walking through the 
wedge —  I wave — and he runs away to hide.
Bemie Brown. H e’s kind o f a goofy char­
acter. For example, at the “Recognition ’88” 
ceremony as each award winner was anounced, 
the audience would clap and the winner would 
go up on stage. The student would be given the 
award, and then old Bemie would start clap­
ping again, for no apparent reason. Then, of 
course, the audience would have to clap be­
cause Bernie was clapping. He did this for 
every award winner. I hope he doesn 't do 
anything like that at graduation, it’s going to be 
too long as is (over 9(K) graduates, I hear).
Ann Garvin. I haven't heard anything from 
her since the "Garvin Report” came out. I 
guess she 's decided to keep a low profile.
Let’s see, how about some organizations:
DAKA. The only positive attributes 1 can 
think o f would be Lisa and Ellie (at the snack 
bar). I hear Lisa has left for good. If Ellie ever 
leaves, DAKA will have no good qualities 
whatsoever.
Lens and Lights. This is the only compe­
tently run student organization on campus. 
They do a remarkable job of self- administra­
tion. All student organizations should model 
themselves after L&L.
N ew speak. Since Jackie has taken over as 
editor in chief, the operation of N ew speak has 
fallen apart. I hope the paper continues to be
Rubes
published next year, perhaps things will im­
prove when the next editor is elected. I ’m sure 
this experience will teach the photography 
staff that personal problems with the obvious 
choice for editor in chief do not warrant the 
election o f an incompetent puppet adm inistra­
tor.
OAC (the Office of Academic Computing). 
This group embarasses me. and I think they 
should embarass the school as well. You 
would expect that in a school so technically 
oriented, we would not have such inept com ­
puter hardware and software recom m enda­
tions being made to students and faculty. 
AT&T computers are some of the worst clones 
available, they’re not even very cheap. And for 
some reason, almost all the software supported 
by OAC is public domain or shareware (that 
means it is not high enough quality to sell 
through normal channels). I’ve heard about 
two students losing entire MQP write ups 
because o f bugs in PC-W rite. Now a reorgani­
zation has put OAC above CCC in the adm in­
istrative hierarchy. I guess that’s the Peter 
principal in action.
Phi-Sig-Sig. 1 wish they would stop sing­
ing in the wedge. I t’s so Beckeresque.
Soccomm. Big budget. Incompetant op­
eration. Enough said.
The WPI Assasins Guild. While I don't 
think this is an official campus organization 
yet, it is already one of the largest on campus. 
I &istvth£m the best of luck next year. It's one 
of the few  groups on campus which really 
knows how to have a good time?
The WPI Stage Band, Jazz Ensemble, and 
Jazz Workshop. These are by far the most 
proficient performing groups on campus 
(that’s a biased viewpoint, but I’m trying to tell 
you what I really think). The best musicians at 
WPI coalesce into these groups, and Rich 
Falco works wonders. If I ever give money to 
WPI, it’ll probably be to the stage band.
Thai’s what I really think, just thought you 
might want to know. It’s been a lot of fun 
writing for you for the past three years. This is 
probably the last time you will read my writing 
(unless, o f course, you run across a publication 
in a professional journal or something). Rob 
Leary has suggested that he might take over my 
column next year, and if  he does, 1 wish him the 
best of luck; those will be some pretty unpli- 
able shoes to fill.
By Leigh Rubin
. And if you can’t wait until morning, use this.”
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Ask Mike
How to Help a Gweep
Feminists insulted by “Freshman”
by Jeffrey Coy 
Features Editor
Dear Mike-
I have a problem with my roommate, he is 
a big nerd. He never leaves his room except for 
essential things: eating, classes, bathroom, 
studying in the library, he hardly knows any­
one on the floor. He knows them just by first 
name and they certainly don’t know who he is. 
He doesn’t have any real friends at all on 
campus so he does a lot of things alone like 
eating and going to the movies. I ’ve tried to 
make him more of an extrovert but I can not do 
it. How can I get him out of his room and get a 
real clue on life?
Living with a Gweep
Dear Living,
You can only push your roommate so far. 
He may want to be alone all his life, but I doubt 
it. He might be incredibly shy or just not used 
to living on his own (a m am a’s boy). It takes a 
while to get used to college life; however, your 
roommate is taking too long! Try to spur his
interests. Get him involved in a sport or club. 
You d idn’t mention whether he is an athlete or 
not, but that doesn’t matter. WPI clubs range 
from frisbee to chess. Some clubs you need 
intelligence, and in some you need athletic 
ability. Go through the student handbook with 
him and find something he would like to do. 
Then encourage him to do it. In addition, try 
introducing him to your friends. This will help 
him gel a start on finding other new friends. 
Remember, college is a place to grow educa­
tionally, socially, and emotionally.
Congratulations to all graduating Seniors. 
Have fun  in the real world o f work, graduate 
studies or (the dreaded) unemployment line. 
W r'll miss all o f you. especially Kelly Slggens 
the amazing daka lady. fp^H frfshm en, sopho­
mores and juniors, we are one year close* to 
getting out.
Enjoy your summer and I'll he hack next 
year.
For many years. Miami University, located 
in quaint Oxford, Ohio, has been known as one 
of the nation’s finest “public Ivys” and the 
“cradle of coaches.’’ Heavily Greek-oriented, 
Miami has also been a role model for fraterni­
ties and sororities across the nation.
Now, Miami can be called the home of 
something else, and that something is one of 
the most asinine ideas ever offered in the guise 
of ridding a campus o f sexism. This week, the 
college 's Board of Trustees will decide 
whether or not to replace the supposedly sexist 
term "freshman" with “ first-year student’’.
Spurred on by Elizabeth Braeman, a Miami 
senior and campus radical feminist leader, the 
Student Senate placed the proposal before 
University President Dr. Paul Pearson. He then 
forwarded it to the Trustees without any type of 
recommendation.
A pparently, until the confused Ms. 
Braeman entered womanhood, scores o f igno­
rant generations never noticed the sexist con­
notations of the term “freshman”. In fact, the
The Legal Advisor
Killers Shouldn’t Get a Break
K i t  , \ n ‘ i f . v t U i t  I O '.V 'T
by Jeffrey A. Newman, Esq.
Q: We recently moved here from New 
Hampshire because my husband’s job  required 
him to work near Boston. A few years ago, one 
of our five children was killed when a car that 
was stopped at a signal light suddenly lurched 
forward when she was crossing the street. Our 
attorney never sued because the insurance 
company for the driver paid the limits on the 
insurance. Last month, however, we received a 
letter from the attorney for the driver which 
said that new information had been obtained 
from the car manufacturer which indicated that 
there was an engine defect that caused the 
vehicle to lurch forward because o f faulty gas 
distribution. The letter said that the car was still 
in possession o f the driver and would be made 
available for us if we wished. Our attorney says 
now that the statute of limitations is passed and 
there is nothing we can do. Do you have any 
suggestions?
A: Yes. Have the car inspected by an expert. 
If it appears that your daughter’s death was 
caused by a manufacturing defect, you may be 
able to sue in a state where the statute o f 
limitations is longer than three years (M assa­
chusetts has a three year statute o f limitations). 
The Massachusetts Supreme Judicial Court 
recently decided to interprate our statute of 
limitations strictly in death cases even if 
knowledge of the manufacturing defect was 
not learned until after the statute has passed. 
However, New Hampshire formerly had a six 
year statute of limitations that was recently 
amended to three years. It is possible that you 
may fall within New Hampshire’s older statute 
o r be able to sue in another state.
Q: I am amazed at who is paroled in this 
state. Killers, rapists, and robbers all seem to 
gel a break once they enter the prison system. 
Why?
A: Until recently, the elected officials o f 
this state have left matters of parole up to the 
State Department of Corrections. Faced with 
overcrowded jails and an increasing jail popu­
lation, these officials have set what some con­
sider to be lenient standards for parole and pre­
release. Last week, the House of Representa­
tives passed a bill prohibiting parole of con­
victed killers. It is expected to pass the Senate 
soon. T o effect changes in who else will be 
paroled, contact your local representative and
state senator. Incredibly, in San Francisco last 
week, a man convicted of raping a young girl, 
hacking off her arms and leaving her for dead, 
served less than eight years and was freed from 
prison. Upon his release, the man threatened to 
sue the victim of his attack, accusing her of 
inflicting emotional distress. A judgem ent of 
$2.5 million had been awarded to her by a 
Nevada jury and upon hearing of the rapist’s 
comments, the victim ordered her attorney to 
seek enforcement of the judgement.
Q: I was out with some friends a few 
months ago and we stopped by a neighborhood 
bar for a few drinks. A guy in the bar became 
rowdy because he was drunk and ended up 
hitting me with a bottle. I d idn’t provoke him 
at all. I sustained a concussion and have had 
dizzy spells ever since. Could the bar owners 
be at fault because they didn’t do anything to 
stop this guy?
A: Possibly. A tavern owner owes a duty of • 
care to its patrons to keep them safe and this 
includes safety from other patrons if the bar 
wonder could foresee the dangers that exist. 
Your case may hinge on whether the bar owner 
or its employees could have prevented your
word has been used to classify students for the 
past 438 years, and the Oxford English Dic­
tionary traces the word back to 1550, years 
before Shakespeare’s birth. C ertainly, it 
seems, the w ord’s usage has never been ques­
tioned at WPI.
So what is Ms. Braeman’s problem? We 
male reporters can only sit and wonder, for her 
policy is to grant interviews only to female 
writers, which speaks volumes about Ms. 
Braeman and those who take anything she has 
to say seriously.
And this is, perhaps, the most disturbing 
part o f the entire controversy: why all the fuss 
over such a trivial, nonsensical issue, when, at 
WPI, we don’t even care about the important 
things? Commented Richard Little, director of 
M iam i’s news agency, “There is no formal 
opposition to the proposal, but I hear a lot of 
people questioning why we should even be 
doing this. T here’s a feeling out there that 
maybe this isn’t appropriate.”
Appropriate, indeed. Have the feminists of 
our nation’s colleges become so hard up for 
causes that they must take to eliminating words 
which they, in their warped senses, find insult­
ing? Perhaps, next, words like “manipulate” 
and “manuscript" will be found offensive and 
replaced with “person-ipulate” and “person-, 
uscript.” And maybe the chief instigator in all 
this will even consider changing her name 
from “ Braeman” to “Braeperson.”
Oddly enough, another Ohio school, the 
liberal Oberlin College, last year replaced 
“ freshman” with “freshperson.” Is Ohio so full 
o f such inane ideas? Fortunately, it seems not. 
For, even Kay Giardini, the only female 
member of the Board of Trustees, questioned 
the very basis of the proposal. “W hen I first 
heard about it,” she said, “ I thought it was kind 
o f a trivial thing to bring up.”
Thankfully, the few outspoken Elizabeth 
Braeman-types at WPI have not yet raised such 
an idiotic issue. Such a proposal here would 
undoubtedly be answered with an apathetic 
chorus of “W ho cares?” and quickly forgotten. 
Or, as one fem inist staffer at the Cleveland 
Plain Dealer remarked, “Women like that 
make me sick. They give all women a bad 
nam e.”
Hear, hear. And, for years to come, may the 
incoming WPI student never be referred to as 
“freshperson” or some other such inanity.
injuries. Seek legal counsel at once.
Legal Questions? Call Jeffrey A. Newman, 
a practicing Boston Attorney, at 1-800-448- 
0303, or write him at the Law Offices o f  Jeffrey 
A. Newman, One Winthrops Square, Boston, 
MA 02110. The Legal Advisor also appears 
each Sunday in the Boston Herald.
The Number that Goes On and On and On
L.A. TIMES SYNDIC ATK
by Issac Asimov
There are problems in mathematics that go 
on and on and on and on —  that never have an 
end. And yet there are mathematicians who 
willingly pursue such problems on and on and 
on and on.
Consider a circle, for instance, of a certain 
width or “diam eter.” How much longer is the 
distance around the circle (or the “circumfer­
ence”) than the diameter?
Actually, the circumference is a little more 
than three times the length o f the diameter, and 
this value is called “pi” (a Greek letter.) It 
turned out, as mathematicians developed their 
field over the centuries, that this quantity, pi, 
turned up in equation after equation, so that 
people grew very interested in knowing what 
he exact value of pi might be.
It turned out to be fairly close to 3 1/7. In 
decimals that comes out to 3.142857 ... which
is just a trifle too high. Better still is the value 
3 16/113. In decimals that com es out to 
3.14159292.
That’s almost right, but not exactly. O f 
course, in any practical computation, 3 16/113 
would certainly give you an that was
close enough. If the dorrfedt answer to an equa­
tion involving pi were 12,5()0.0()0, then using
3 16 /113 for pi instead of the absolutely correct 
value would give an answer of 12,500,001. 
Anyone would be satisfied with that.
Except mathematicians.
They continued looking for the exact value 
and, finally, they had to come to the conclusion 
that there was no fraction —  no fraction at all
—  that would give the exact value o f pi.
Any fraction, if expressed as a decimal, 
either comes to an end, or keeps on repeating. 
Thus one-eighth is equal to 0.125 exactly. On 
the other hand, one-third is equal to 0.33333 ... 
forever. The number 3 1/7 in decimals is 
3.142857142857142857 forever.
The value of pi, however, never comes to an 
end, and it never repeats. The numbers just go 
on and on and on and on forever and there is 
never any way of predicting, just by looking at 
it, what the next number in the series will be. 
However, the values of pi can be caluculated to 
any number of decimal places, if you wish to go 
to the trouble.
Mathematicians discovered that there were 
various series of numbers, each one smaller 
than the one before, which, if added together, 
come to a total that equals pi exactly. The only 
trouble is that the series of numbers goes on
and on and on and on and never comes to an 
end. This means that if you add up the first 
eight numbers of the series you come close to 
pi; if you add up the first 16 you come closer; 
if you add up the first 32 you come still closer
• and so on —  but you never get it exactly. 
W hat's more, the numbers are mathematically 
complicated and it takes time to work out what 
exactly each successive number is.
Even so, mathematicians set to work get­
ting as long a decimal expression as they could, 
spending more and more time on the painstak­
ing, endless calculations. An English m athe­
matician named William Shanks spent years 
calculating and calculating until, in 1873, he 
came up with a value of pi that ran to 707 
places! (It eventually turned out, though, that 
he had made an error in the 528th place and 
everything after that was wrong.
No one ever tried to beat Shanks in pen- 
and-paper calculations; no one had that many 
years to spare. By the end of World W ar II, 
however, computers existed that could be 
programmed to work out a series that would 
give the value of pi, and do so much more 
quickly than a human being could.
In 1949, a computer worked for 70 hours 
and came up with the value of pi to 2,035 
decimal places. In 1955, a faster computer 
worked away for 33 hours and came up with a 
value o f pi to 10,107 places.
Since then, computers have continued to 
become faster, and programming has become 
more expert.
Early in 1988, a Japanese computer scien­
tist named Yasumasa Kanada, o f the Univer­
sity o f Tokyo, made use o f a super computer 
and, after it had worked for six hours, it came 
up with a value o f pi to 201,326,000 decimal 
places. He intends to beat that record and figure 
out a way o f getting a computer to give him 
twice that number of places in a reasonable 
amount of time.
There’s no end, of course. A trillion trillion 
places w ouldn’t help —  so why bother, except 
for the infinite curiosity o f the inquiring human 
mind? Well, for one thing, it offers a perfect 
way of testing any advanced computer. Set 
such a computer to working out the value of pi. 
If it makes a mistake, then somewhere there is 
a glitch in its workings.
Then, too, mathematicians are interested in 
the details of the long decimals. Do any digits 
appear more than any other digits do? Are there 
combinations o f digits that show up too often 
or not often enough? Such questions might lead 
to interesting results.
(c) 1988, Los Angeles Times Syndicate
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Recognition ’88
NEWSPEAK
The Class of 1975 Award for students 
who have designed a project on their own.
Awarded to Raymond Chin '90. Stephen 
Trier '90. and Timothy Storey '89: "Pho- 
tovoltaics fo r  the Consumer Market"
Special Awards 
Biology
James F. Danielli Award
Awarded to Eric Am '88, candidate fo r a 
Master o f Science Degree in Biology and Bio­
technology.
Chemical Engineering
The W estern Massachusetts AIChE Award 
for Significant Contribution
Awarded to Natalie Lucas '88.
American Institute of Chemists Award for 
a graduating chemical engineering student 
who is outstanding in scholarship, leadership, 
and professional promise.
Awarded to William Hill '88
American Institute of  Chemical Engineers 
Student Scholarship Award for the student 
with the most outstanding academic record at 
the completion of the sophomore year.
Awarded to Mark Napiany '89
Chemistry
American Institute of Chemists Award for 
an outstanding senior in the Chemistry Depart­
ment.
Awarded to Bryan Thiheault '88
General Chemistry Achievement Award 
for the student who has completed the fresh­
man chemistry course with superior academic 
performance.
Awarded to Sarah Glow 91
U ndergraduate Award in Analytical 
Chemistry for a third year student demos- 
trating aptitude for analytical chemistry.
Awarded to Linwood Bradford 89
Civil Engineering
Andrew Holt Memorial Award for a civil 
engineering senior who has consistently 
earned academic honors and who shows excel­
lent promise for success.
Awarded to Jorge Aguilar '88
Carl F. Mever Improvement Award in 
Civil Engineering for a civil engineering sen­
ior who has demonstrated the most improve­
ment in academic and professional attitude 
since entering the department.
Awarded to Nancy Clark '88
Electrical Engineering
Eta Kappa Nu Outstanding Student Awards 
for an outstanding senior and junior students in 
electrical engineering in recognition of their 
academic achievements and their service to the 
WPI community.
Awarded to Eric Pauer '88 and Alison 
Gotkin '89
Humanities
Class of 1X79 Prize for Outstanding Proj­
ects in the Humanities for three students who 
have demostrated excellence in their Suffi­
ciency Projects.
Awarded to Shawn Harrison ’89:”Niepce. 
Daguerre, and Talbot: The Motives behind the 
Men" Awarded to Edward Hein ’88:"A psy­
chological Assessment o f Lee lacocca"
Awarded to Richard June 89:"William 
Carlos Williams' Paterson: The Voice o f a 
Nation"
Management
American Association of Cost Engineers 
Award
Awarded to Anastasia Valhoitli '89
Institute of Industrial Engineering Award
Awarded to Diego Pisinger '88 and Rohin 
Raymond '88
Management Engineering Award for a 
senior management student who has dem os­
trated ability in courses and projects and exhib­
its outstanding promise o f future success.
Awarded to Robin Raymond '88
Management Project Award for students 
with the best project in the field of manage­
ment.
Awarded to Katrina Kleber '88. Adam 
Sandahl 88. and Douglas Swan '88
Wall Street Journal Award for a senior 
student with the most outstanding record of 
achievement.
Awarded to Robert See ’87
Mathematics
Richard V. Olson Award for one or more 
sophomores who demostrated excellence in
basic mathematics courses.
Awarded to Nik Daud '90 and Richard 
Wood 90
Mechanical Engineering
American Society for Metals Award for the 
outstanding senior in materials science and 
engineering.
Awarded to Chrysanthe Demetry ’88 
AS ME Certificate for Service for the stu­
dent who has performed outstanding effort and 
accomplishment on behalf o f the ASME Stu­
dent Section at WPI.
Awarded to Mark Hansen '88 
ASME Papers Contest Award for students 
who won the ASME Student Papers Contest.
Awarded to Mark Hampson ’88, Jeffrey 
Denker '88. and Raymond Labbe '88
East Coast Computervision Users Group 
Award for one or more engineers or computer 
science students who have demostrated an 
interest and excellcnce in the area of computer 
aided design.
Awarded to Matthew Mooney '88 and 
Thomas Murphy '88
Edward C. Perrv Award for the students 
who have designed an outstanding project in 
the area of mechanical design.
Awarded to Michael Basmajian 88, James 
Forbes '88, and Matthew Mooney '88: MQP 
Project: "The Design and Manufacture o f an 
Arterial Blood Flow Simulator"
Pi Tau Sigma Award for Excellence for the 
outstanding junior student in mechanical 
engineering.
Awarded to Brett Pauer 89 
Society, of M anufacturing Engineers 
Award
Awarded to Thomas Feraco '88, Robert 
Steele Jr. '88, and Stephen Gale '88
Piage5
Two Towers Prize for the student who, 
through general academic competence, cam­
pus leadership, regular coursework and special 
work in research and projects, best exemplifies 
a combined proficiency in the theoretical and 
practical union which is the heart of the WPI 
educational tradition.
Awarded to Brett Pauer '89
Leadership Awards 
Excellence Awards for Co-curricu­
lar Activity for students who have contrib­
uted to the WPI community through leader­
ship, commitment, involvement, and dedica­
tion to any WPI organization. This award is 
given given to each class as well as graduates.
Freshman Award Awarded to Tamatha 
Perry '91 and Andrew Goldberg '91
Sophomore Award Awarded to Jennifer 
Tobin '90 and Lisa Battista '90
Junior Award Awarded to Peter Mullen '89 
and Leslie Reed '89
Senior Award Awarded to Susan Hepworth 
’88, Michael Piispanen '88 and William Ric- 
cio Jr. '88
Graduate Award Awarded to Bonita Fedele
Outstanding Student Organization 
Award for the WPI student organizations that 
have exhibited campus leadership develop­
ment, campus involvement, and organiza­
tional development.
Awarded to SOCCOMM and Lens <5 Lights
Outstanding Advisor to a Club or 
Group for one individual who has been 
outstanding in advising a co-curricular organi­
zation. Awarded to Roger Perry Jr. ’45, Advi­
sor to Theta Chi Fraternity
Community Service Awards for stu­
dents who have made valuable contributions to 
the WPI community and the Worcester C om ­
munity. Awarded to Scott Bishop '88. Mark 
Macaulay '89. Carolyn Niedermeier '89, and 
Michael Piispanen '88
Sorority and Fraternity Awards
Panhellenic Council Outstanding Chapter 
Award A warded to Phi Sigma Sigma
Community Service Award Awarded to 
Alpha Gamma Delta
Campus Involvement Award Awarded to 
Phi Sigma Sigma
Outstanding Greek Award Awarded to 
Edith Mickey '88
Interfratemitv Council Outstanding C hap­
ter Award Awarded to Sigma Alpha Epsilon 
Community Service Award Awarded to 
Sigma Pi
Campus Involvement Award Awarded to 
Theta Chi
Academic Award Awarded to Alpha Chi
Rho
Outstanding Neighbor Relations Award 
Awarded to IFC Neighbor Relations Commit­
tee
Most Improved Chapter Award Awarded 
to Alpha Chi Rho
Outstanding Greek Award Awarded to 
Michael Piipanen '88
^Dad was right. 
You get what 
you pay for.”
Greg Riley-University of North Carolina-Class of 1989
More people choose 
AT&T over any other long 
distance service. Because, 
with AT&T, it costs less 
than you think to get the 
service you expect, like 
clearer connections, 
24-hour AT&T operator 
assistance, instant credit 
on wrong numbers. And 
the assurance that we can 
put virtually every one 
of your calls through the 
first time. That’s the genius 
of the AT&T Worldwide 
Intelligent Network.
So when it’s time to 
make a choice, remember, 
it pays to choose AT&T.
If you’d like to know 
more about our products 
or services, like the 
AT&T Card, call us at 
1 800 222-0300.
AT&T
The right choice.
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Newspeak Photo Exhibition reflects upon past year Panama discussion raises many questions
by Jacqueline O ’Neill 
Editor-in-Chief
The N ew speak photography department, 
in coordination with the Gordon Library, is 
holding a photography exhibition on the third 
floor display area in the library. This show, 
which opened on May 2, will run through 
August 15.
The display, containing photographs taken 
by N ew speak staff photographers during the 
1987-1988 school year, contains a wide variety 
of photographs ranging from dramatic sports 
shots to excerpts from the popular “What The 
Heck Is This?” photography feature.
N ewspeak photography editor, Christo­
pher Pater remarked, “The photography staff 
o f the 1987-88 year has done a fine job of 
providing the newspaper with some very out­
standing photographs. This exhibition is a 
sample of the many thousands o f shots that 
have been taken.” Pater, a junior, has been 
working with the photo staff and with sopho­
more associate photography editor, Rob Sims 
on the project for several months. Sims re­
cently commented, “Everyone on the staff has 
done a good job o f depicting life at W PI.” This 
exhibition is a good opportunity to get out and 
take a look back upon the quickly closing year. 
“Everyone familiar with the WPI community 
will be able to recognize many o f  the photo­
graphs.” stated Pater.
by A fshin Karnama 
Newspeak S ta ff
Rising stars to donate to Foothills Festival of Stars
(Foothills News Release) - A gala cabaret 
performance extravaganza is being planned 
again this year by Foothills Theatre for its 
second annual benefit night, the Foothills 
Festival o f Stars II. On Monday, May 16th, in 
the elegance of Mechanics Hall, an array of 
singers, dancers, musicians and comics from 
New England and New York will be donating 
their talents for the cause of W orcester’s full­
time non-profit professional regional theatre 
company.
Co-hosts for the cabaret evening are Barry 
Nolan, who hosts WBZ- T V ’s prime time 
series, “Evening Magazine” and Ron Del- 
lachiesa, host of WGBH radio’s phenomenally 
popular “ Musicamerica Program”.
Among the headliners for the evening will 
be the entire Boston cast o f “Nunsense", the 
incredibly long-running hit. One o f the per­
formers in “Nunsense” is Yvette Freeman who 
may also be familiar to audiences from her 
appearance at Mechanics Hall two years ago 
when Foothills Theatre presented a two night 
run of the national/international touring com ­
pany of “ A in’t Misbehavin’”. Ms. Freeman 
played the role which was originally created by 
Nell Carter and which Ms. Freeman subse­
quently played on Broadway and around the 
globe.
On May 16th, Ms. Freeman will perform 
both with the “Nunsense” cast and on her own, 
doing numbers from her “A in’t M isbehavin’” 
role.
Also joining in the Festival of Stars will be 
members o f the Boston cast o f “Forbidden 
Broadway”, another extraordinarily popular 
hit, with material that changes as new Broad­
way shows come on the scene.
Among the cabaret performers who will 
appear on May 16th are actress, singer, dancer 
Karen Murphy, formerly with the “Forbidden 
Broadway” cast and appearing on Foothills 
stage in May in “Dames at Sea”; Michael
McGrath, Worcester native who was seen in 
this year’s production o f “Retrofit" at Foothills 
and logged in over I,OOC) performances with 
the Boston company o f “Forbidden Broad­
way”; Lori GUser, a Boston-based actress and 
singer who was featured in the Boston, com ­
pany o f “Nunsense" two years ago and also has 
appeared at the Nickerson Theatre; Jeff Ban- 
non, actor, singer dancer, in both regional 
theatre and dinner theatre as well as a principal 
in the Boston company o f “Forbidden Broad­
w ay"; and B oston-based dancer, Peter 
DeMiro.
The evening will include a comedian from 
the prestigious Catch a Rising Star Club in 
Boston. A number of other performers will be 
added to the roster over the coming weeks 
including some surprise celebrity guests.
Several area corporations are co-sponsor­
ing Foothills Festival o f Stars II: Worcester 
Center Associates, W orcester Monthly, and 
the El Morocco, with added co-sponsors to be 
announced shortly.
Individual tickets for the Festival are 
$18.50 and $15.50 and are available at Foot­
hills Theatre’s box office at the theatre at 
W orcester Center. For those who wish to sup­
port the theatre company beyond the ticket 
price, sponsorship donations are offered for 
Festival Promoters, Backers, Patrons, and 
Benefactors. Those who contribute at the 
Benefactor level ($500 and up), receive a pair 
of invitations to a cast party and reception at the 
El Morocco immediately following the 8pm 
show on the 16th.
To receive a brochure about the Festival of 
Stars II, call the Foothills office at 754-3314. 
Tickets may be ordered by phone as well as by 
mail or in person.
Proceeds from the gala benefit will go to 
operating support for Foothills Theatre.
Foothills Theatre receives assistance from 
the Massachusetts Council on the Arts and 
Humanities, a state agency.
of PrecolumbianMuseum marks opening 
reinstallation with slide-illustrated talk
(W orcester Art Museum News Release)—  
On Sunday, May 8, at 2 p.m., the W orcester Art 
Museum will open the newly reinstalled Preco­
lumbian galleries to the public with a celebra­
tion featuring a lecture entitled, “ Precolum­
bian Art and the W orcester Art M useum” given 
by Julie Jones o f The Metropolitan Museum of 
Art in New York.
Ms. Jones will offer listeners an in-depth 
survey of the illustrious objects installed in the 
fourth-floor atrium and adjoining gallery. 
These works are drawn from the museum’s 
renowned Precolumbian holdings, which rank 
second only to that o f Harvard University as 
the most important in New England.
Having played a critical part in its recent 
study and documentation, Ms. Jones will ex­
plore the collection, which represents a variety 
o f media, cultures, and time periods. She and 
Clifford La Fontaine, who worked with her on 
the installation of the Precolumbian collection 
in the Rockefeller Wing at the Metropolitan, 
collaborated again on the design o f the hand­
some new gallery installation.
The collection, o ff view for the past five
years, has recently been examined by Ms. 
Jones, Curator, Primitive Art, at The Metro­
politan Museum of Art. Ms. Jones has held this 
position since 1975, before which she was 
associated with New Y ork’s Museum of Primi­
tive Art. She is one of the country’s foremost 
authorities on Precolumbian art and holds a 
master’s degree from the Institute o f Fine Arts, 
New York University, where she has under­
taken further study in the Ph.D. program.
She has published extensively on Preco­
lumbian and primitive art and has organized 
the follayoag~£*hibitions: El Dorado: The 
Gold o f Ancient Columbia and Between Con­
tinents/Between Seas: Precolumbian Art o f 
Costa Rica for the Detroit Institute o f Arts.
The Worcester Art Museum is open Tues­
day through Friday from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m.; 
Saturday 10 a.m. to 5 p.m.; and Sunday 1 to 5 
p.m. Admission charges: adults $3.50; college 
students, senior citizens $2.00; 18 and under, 
members, free. There is no admission charge 
on Saturdays from 10 a.m. to noon. For further 
information contact the Museum at 55 Salis­
bury Street, Worcester, MA 01609; telephone 
617-799-4406.
Last W ednesday, April 27th, a group of 
WPI students along with two professors: Pro­
fessor Zeugner and Professor Dunn, and a 
group o f non-WPI community members held a 
panel discussion about what’s been happening 
in Panama.
Unfortunately, there aren’t that many WPI 
students who have the slightest idea what is 
going on in Panama, and those that do probably 
w on’t even bother to read this article. Oh, well. 
1 don’t blame them. It must be the atmosphere.
A fter the opening statements by Mark Weil 
and Narayanan Rajan, Prof. Dunn, who said: 
“ I ’m not an expert on Central America,” began 
the panel discussions by asking, “Do we know 
enough about Noriega?” “How to stop Nori­
ega?” “ How do we know democracy is the real 
answer to the problem in Panama?”
Juan Ignacio Guardia, a sophomore from 
Panama gave a quick set of information about 
Noriega, from his past to his present. Noriega, 
bom in 1934, was an illegitimate child. He 
went to high school dreaming o f becoming a 
psychiatrist or “T he President the of Repub­
lic.” He tried to study medicine but instead 
enrolled in a Military Academy in Peru. He 
worked for the CIA while going to school. 
Noriega joined the PDF as a sub-lieutenant. 
During his service in the military, he gathered 
a history of problems such as raping a prosti­
tute and later raping a 13 year old and beating 
up the child’s sister. He was saved from a Court 
Martial by Omar Torrijos, a young officer. 
Noriega worked his way up to the position that 
he is in now. He ensured a safe passage for 
drugs from Colum bia, through Panama, to the 
U.S. Meanwhile, he violently silenced the 
people who found out about his activities. 
Having total Panamanian M ilitary power, he is 
trying to silence the people o f Panama from 
protesting against him, but is this possible?
Next, Ricardo Icaza, a jun ior from Panama, 
pointed out some o f the disadvantages of the 
military system. A m ong those were: no politi­
cal stability, lack o f organization and leader­
ship, a weak economy, no civil rights, many 
temporary solutions to long term problems, 
and poor public services. Ricardo also m en­
tioned that demilitarization means the total 
control o f the military by a democratic govern­
ment. Ricardo believes that since the Panama 
Canal is protected from the American forces, 
and because Panama doesn’t have any other 
material wealth to protect, why should the 
country be so concentrated on military force, 
when the effort can be used to improve the 
education, industry, social security, health 
care, transportation, housing and other public 
services?
Ricardo said, “The Military system is not 
suited to pursue the needs and goals o f a 
country. Then a fair chance must be given to a 
democratic system.”
Robert Reyna, a freshman Panamanian 
who has spent most o f his life in the U.S., 
talked about Narco-militarism. Roberto said, 
“ Narco-militarism is a term coined by opposi­
tion newspaper editor Roberto Sigman. It 
consists o f members o f a military regime, 
involved in the narcotic trade, using the gov­
ernm ent and the country in order to cover up 
their trafficing and money laundering.” 
Roberto also said that Panama is a m ajor center 
for commercial trade (Panama houses over 130 
banks) which makes it ideal for all this to 
occur. After pointing out the facts that proved 
the involvement of the military regime, spe­
cifically Manuel Antonio Noriega, in drug 
trading and money laundering, Roberto gave 
the closing statement, “This military regime, 
headed by the infamous General Noriega, has 
taken control of the government and has in turn 
affected the lives of the Panamanian people. A 
solution has yet to arise and until that time, our 
country will continue to fight so that justice 
may prevail.”
A fter this, the discussion began. Many 
questions were traded and many points were 
brought up such as:
-W hat does the average Panamanian think 
o f the situation?
-W hat kind of Panamanian joins the PDF 
and why?
-N oriega’s being painted as a “Bad Guy” by 
the U.S., right after he refused to help the 
Sandinistas.
-M ost o f the soldiers are peasants and they 
value the army as their life.
-W hy don’t the people unite and overthrow 
the whole system?
-If economic sanctions are to be held 
against Panama, it’s the people who are going 
to suffer.
World's brightest Olympic skating stars are showcased in skating extravaganza June 12 at the Centrum
(Centrum News Release)— The world’s 
finest young skaters, direct from competition 
in the 1988 Olympic Winter Games in Calgary 
and World Championships in Budapest, Hun­
gary, will convene in Worcester Sunday, June
12 for a one-time performance o f the 1988 
TOUR OF OLYMPIC AND W ORLD FIG­
URE SKATING CHAMPIONS, the season’s 
most exciting, innovative, and artistic display 
o f the sport and art of figure skating.
“W e’re very pleased that the Centrum is 
able to bring this exciting, dynamic cultural 
event to New England", Neil Sulkes, Centrum 
General Manager said.
Some 25 young athletes, including m edal­
ists of 1988 and the future, will put on display 
the qualities that have made them champions in 
national and global competition —  technical 
and interpretive excellence and winning show­
manship and style —  in a memorable program
of singles exhibitions, pair skating and ice 
dancing.
Freed from the pressure o f medal conten­
tion before an international panel of judges and 
world-wide television audience, this group of 
top amateur performers will produce some of 
the most electrifying and exuberant exhibi­
tions of their skating careers.
The international roster will include such 
amateur superstars as Brian Boitano, Debi
Thomas, and Watson and Oppegard o f the 
United States, and Brian Orser, Elizabeth 
Manley and Wilson and McCall of Canada.
The two-and-one-half hour parade of skat­
ing champions will open at 2 p.m. at the 
Centrum. Tickets are $22.50 and $20.00, and 
are on sale now at the Centrum Box Office, all 
TicketM aster locations, or can be charged by 
phone at (617) 787-8000. Special VIP seats are 
also available.
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New Voices 6
IN MY THOUGHTS AND IN MY 
WORDS
Church on Palm Sunday full of hypocrites 
she’s never seen before, a boyfriend who wants 
to leave college to join the Navy and see the 
world, and a world that seems to want to 
destroy itself - all this is almost enough to make 
the narrator of this monologue lose all faith. 
She begins the monologue wondering why her 
boyfriend wants to leave her, and is brought to 
considering questions many college students 
think a lot about - why was Christ crucified? 
What is G od’s will? What if there isn’t a God? 
And why don’t invading armies just bomb 
colleges and hospitals, thereby lessening the 
enem y’s ability to fight and lowering the total 
number of deaths to occur? She rebels against 
the logic o f making rules for war, feeling that 
this turns war from an atrocity to a game of 
technological one-upmanship. While she 
ponders all this, the church service continues, 
and although she is not convinced o f the 
ultimate supremacy o f her religion, she draws 
enough strength from the service to be able to 
say goodbye to her boyfriend and realize that 
there are things she will never understand.
This complex monologue was delivered 
excellently by M ichelle Diquetto. The cast 
managed to convey the mood of a church very 
well. In all, "In My Thoughts and In My 
W ords” was a very enjoyable and thought- 
provoking performance.
VADERS
“Vaders," by Patrick Brennan, is the up­
dated version of a monologue first performed 
at WPI in 1983. The play featured Joe Rim- 
stidt, in one o f his many roles o f New Voices 6, 
as a young professional reminiscing with an 
old girlfriend about playing Vaders while he 
was in college. Back then, his girlfriend had 
said that she wanted to save the world. By 
playing “Vaders”, he also was trying to save 
the world. O f course, she meant she was going 
to save the world by bring peace, not by elimi­
nating “alien hordes”, but parallels do exist. 
Now, in 1988, the narrator despairs o f ever 
making a difference, but hopes that, som e­
where in the galaxy, someone will succeed and 
bring peace to whatever world he or she is on.
This play was nice in that it managed to 
convey a serious message without being de­
pressing. As in all of his performances, Rim- 
stidt was flawless.
W IPEOUT
I am not sure whether it was the script itself, 
or Professor Susan V ick’s performance, but 
“Wipe O ut” was probably the best- received 
play in New Voices 6. This monologue fea­
tured Vick as an evangelist with a peculiar 
message: the way to solve the w orld’s prob­
lems is to selectively sterilize those with unde­
sirable traits. These traits include genius, liver 
disease, and affinity for Muzak. Vick sparkled 
with enthusiasm, and although her message 
was preposterous and some o f her notions 
showed her character to be ignorant, her vi­
brancy almost made one agree with her. After 
the play, I alm ost understood how religious 
zealots can get normally-sane people to follow 
them.
Several o f the performances in New Voices 
6 can best be described as duets - side-by-side 
monologues that were delivered independent, 
but were intertwined. The duets performed last 
week included:
W EATHER THE STORM 
In this play, a man and a woman get stuck 
in an elevator together. Both troubled people, 
they talk to themselves about their problems 
but are afraid to share them with the'dther. 
Each would like to relate to the other, but they 
both hesitate too long, and their chance for, 
perhaps, happiness is lost.
Dan Bejune and Ann Palmer, the author of 
several New Voices 6 productions, acted well. 
However, I think the audience would have been 
very pleased if the two had gotten to have the 
drink both wanted to have.
THE NIGHT AFTER 
This duet is about the parallel thoughts 
running through the heads o f two college stu­
dents the night after a casual encounter at a 
fraternity party. Each likes the other; both are 
afraid that the other doesn’t like them, and was 
only friendly because o f alcohol, or worse still, 
was only using them. As in “W eather the 
Storm,” the audience never sees the two get 
together, but since they are students at the same 
college, we were left with the hope that later 
they would meet. The script by Ann Palmer 
was very easy to relate to, and the perform­
ances by C an Windt and Dave Elario were 
superb.
IN PLAIN SIGHT (UNDER EVERY­
THING ELSE)
Although this play was not as much a pair 
of monologues as the last two discussed, the 
characters in this performance, played by 
Caleb W arner and Thomas Balon, are as dispa­
rate as possible. From different worlds, the 
Tech, played by Balon, and the actor, played by 
W amer, verbally abuse each other purely for 
the sake of hurting the other. The perform­
ances were good, but I wished they’d stop 
bickering and be friends.
JADE
In this play, Eddy, well performed by Scott 
Ippolito, camps out at the grave of his dead 
father. He’s interrupted by the wacky gar­
dener, played by Jen Sheldrick, who seems to 
care more for plants and tombstones than for 
the grieving Eddy. Throughout the play, she 
plays the different women in his life, all o f 
whom he has trouble relating to. I personally 
found this play hard to follow, but that could be 
because the changes o f character Sheldrick 
went through were subtle, and I was occupied 
taking notes. I would really like to be able to 
see “Jade” again, this time watching for char­
acter transitions.
Some o f the performances were full plays, 
having more than two important characters and 
often lasting over half an hour. These in­
cluded:
GHOUL
This play, like “A Day...” broke the mold 
most o f the other plays seemed to fit in by 
dealing with the occult. “Ghoul”, unlike any 
other play in New Voices 6, dealt with the 
occult. Jim White, in one of several excellent 
performances, played Terrence, a young man 
who now lives in a mental hospital,1 declared 
insane for blowing Up several buildings. Per­
haps he is insane; or perhaps the tale he tells o f 
how he was convinced to help a Ghoul save the 
world is true. Mike W robleski, as the Ghoul, 
has a perfect voice for the part, and Jeff Yoder 
has the perfectly innocent face needed to suc­
cessfully portray Terrence during his encoun­
ter with the ghoul.
PEACOCKS AND BIG BLOCKS 
Darwin is upset that his theories don’t 
explain the existence o f the peacock; the world 
of adults is perturbed because it can 't find the 
young girl, well-played by Mindy Neligon, and 
convert her to their insane ways. This is the 
plot of “ Peacocks and Big Blocks,” one of the 
most bizarre productions in New Voices 6. 
Humor seemed to be as big a priority in the play 
as the message, and it succeeded in being very 
funny, mostly through sight gags and the off­
beat performance o f Michael Turniansky as 
Darwin.
YECHNOLOGY
"Yechnology" managed to address a very 
serious topic while still being humorous. In 
this play. Bill Bullard turned in a splendid 
performance as a man obsessed with the tech­
nology which he feels is destroying the world. 
What he fails to realize is that his family is so 
dependent on the technology that its destruc­
tion will also destroy them. The play was 
effective because we at WPI all understand and 
depend on technology; still, we yearn for the 
days when technology did not control our lives.
One of the best performances of the play 
was by Deborah Lee Carney as Holly, who 
showed that it is possible to be impervious to 
technology and still not be a caring human 
being.
GEDANKENEXPERIMENT
In yet another complex role, Jim White 
played Johnny, a  physicist who is more 
concerned with understanding reality than 
filling papers with numbers in this play aimed 
at the educated viewer. As he ponders the 
nature o f  the universe, apparitions appear to 
him and offer him their advice. As a result o f 
his lack of production, he loses his job - but 
wait! W e’ve got parallel universes! He is not 
really a dreamer, somebody down the hall is. 
But the audience is left wondering which is 
better: to be an unemployed dreamer or an 
employed bore.
MAYBE IT’S NOT TOO LATE
Probably the best play in all of New Voices 
6 was this play about love after death. The 
range o f emotions in the play left the viewer 
drained, but happy that the end might not be the 
end. Marybeth Liener brought an excellent 
mixture o f innocence and strength to her role as 
Julie, a girl who is killed in an automobile 
accident and bravely faces perdition, here 
known as the Halfway House. Jamie Anderson 
played Andy, the troubled suicide Julie falls in 
love with, perfectly. The supporting members 
o f the cast also seemed to fit their roles, and 
whoever cast “ Maybe It’s Not Too Late” de­
serves high praise. It is impossible to ade­
quately do justice to this play in this space, so
I will end by saying that those who missed it 
really missed something special.
Two of the productions in New Voices 6 
were different from anything seen in this festi­
val before. The first was “Lavender W hite", a 
dance to music composed by Lee Lopes. The 
music was extremely peaceful, and the dancers 
graceful. The other non- traditional feature of 
New Voices 6 was “The Video Project", a 
series o f Jithree «kits shown on screen that 
included a hyperactive anti-commercial tele­
vision editorial, Jim White on mushrooms and 
brownies, and Brian Freeman throwing tapes 
of old television shows out a Higgins Labora­
tory window.
A few parting notes. Much more seating 
was available this year than last, but there were 
still capacity crowds on Friday and Saturday 
nights. I understand that the arrangement of 
the chairs approximates the arrangement that 
Alden Hall will have after next year’s renova­
tions.
The set o f New Voices 6 was extremely 
well-suited for this type of theater, and all 
involved in set construction and the technical 
fascets o f the festival deserve a lot o f credit.
The music performed in the lobby before 
the show and during the intermissions was 
nice, but the show was stolen by the improv 
group, whose box-pounding was very enter­
taining.
If you missed New Voices 6, you missed 
something very special. I urge everyone to 
attend next year’s, or even to participate.
OAC
WPI Office of 
Academic Computing
N e w s l e t t e r
appearing in Newspeak Volume 16, Number 13, May 3,1988
Hello again to everyone. Since the last 
newsletter our office has obtained new ver­
sions o f  some o f our most popular software. 
These new versions are:
PC-Calc+ - This is a spreadsheet program 
which will take the place of ExpressCalc.
PC-File+ v2.0 - TTiis is an enhanced version 
o f the database program which we previously 
made available.
Both the above packages include 640x200 
graphics to display data. A sufficient number 
o f features are included in these packages to 
truly make them competitive with Lotus l -2-3 
and dBase III Plus respectively.
Kermit v2.30 - This version of the famous 
file transfer and terminal emulation program 
now includes Tektronix 4 0 )0  terminal em ula­
tion in AT&T super resolution graphics mode 
(640x200), new ways to redefine key defini­
tions (SET KEY), and a script language for 
making automatic login procedures.
These three packages mentioned above 
may be freely copied by anyone with his/her 
own disks. Just bring the disks (3+” or 5" types) 
to O A C ’s User Services Room, Project Center 
107 any time between 8AM and 5PM, Monday 
through Friday to get copies of these or other 
public domain and shareware software pack­
ages.
The following three packages are not free - 
they must be purchased. These particular 
packages are quite useful at WPI and have been 
made available for use in many of the labs on 
campus.
MS-DOS v3.2 release 2.02 - This release 
includes minor changes to provide compatabil-
ity with the new AT&T 6386 PCs and a fix in 
the M ODE.COM  file when used with a serial 
port. It may be purchased for about $75.00 
from AT&T through the Office o f Academic 
Computing and includes a newer, larger MS- 
DOS version 3.2 manual.
Microsoft FORTRAN v4.l - This upgrade 
of the FORTRAN progamming language 
compiler contains:
- OS/2 support
- a new version o f M icrosoft CodeView 
that works in protected or real mode
- an incremental linker. The price of the 
upgrade varies according to what version was 
previously owned and when it was purchased. 
A first time purchase costs $289.95.
GEM /3 - This upgrade for GEM  Desktop 
v2.2, which is the base or operating environ­
ment for GEM Draw Plus, GEM  Paint, and 
other M acintosh-like graphical drawing pro­
grams for the IBM and AT&T PCs, provides 
more fonts for GEM Draw Plus. It supports the 
HP LaserJet Series II at 300x300 dpi resolu­
tion. It runs 2 to 4 times faster and is easier to 
use than the previous version. It is available 
from Digital Research for $45.00 (plus $5.00 
for shipping). Gem Draw Plus may be pur­
chased for $189.00. In addition, we have PC- 
Write printer driver fixes for the Okidata 192/ 
f93 and Toshiba 1340/321/351 printers. They 
correct problems with headers and footers in 
quality mode on those printers. Our thanks to 
Prof. Dieter Klein in the Management Dept, for 
bringing some o f these problems to our atten­
tion.
The scientific and mathematical typeset­
ting package called LaTeX has been installed 
on approximately forty PCs so far. Any faculty 
member may have LaTeX installed on his/her 
PC provided they sign an agreement to keep the 
software on campus. About 4MB of free space 
is required on a hard disk. Call 5197 for more 
information or to request a copy of LaTeX for 
installation. Earlier installations of LaTeX 
required 6MB or more o f free space on a hard 
disk. Thanks to the careful detective work o f 
Prof. Tom Keil of the Physics Dept., we have 
been able to reduce the size of the installed 
version by removing unnecessary files. If you 
already have the larger version of LaTeX and
* would like to retrieve some space on your hard
disk, we would be happy to reinstall the smaller 
version .of LaTeX oh your hard disk.
Finally, we have discovered that if you 
print a LaTeX document on a HP laser printer 
on which you previously downloaded fonts to 
the laser printer for PC-Write o rT 3 , you must 
reload the fonts after the LaTeX printing is 
done.
Tutorial Schedule Wed May 4 - Graphics in 
Turbo Pascal v. 3.0
Note: Handouts are available for most of 
the classes. All classes are offered in the PC 
Classroom, Higgins 221, from 11:00 to 12:00. 
If there are any questions, call ext. 5197 or 
5016.
THE BOYNTON
RESTAURANT & CATERING SERVICE
117 Highland St. Worcester, MA
"Look Into Our Blackboard Specials" 
EVENING SPECIALS
MONDAY:
TUESDAY:
WEDNESDAY:
Twin Lobsters 
Filet Mignon Chateau 
Broiled Seafood Platter
THURSDAY:
FRIDAY:
SATURDAY:
N.Y. SIRLOIN 
Baked Stuffed Lobster 
Prime Rib
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Minutes of the Executive Council meeting
A pril 21, 1988
The meeting was called to order at 7:05 pm 
by Ellen Sloan
Members present were:
Ellen Sloan, President, Jon Lamkins, Vice 
President, Brian Horgan, SOCCOMM, Mark 
Weil, SAB, Chris Jankowski, Class o f ’91, 
Chris Gray, Class o fJ jj9^Jac^uehn^O jN eill
Newspeak, Stephen Nelson, Academic C om ­
mittee. Brian Gosselin. RHC. and Lisa King. 
CCS.
Comm ittee Reports:
RHC
Changes were discussed for the By-Laws. 
The new By-Laws were accepted allowing for 
the changes discussed to be made.
235 Park Avenue, Worcester 
752 2222
Haircut only 
$ 1 0 . 0 0
Haircut & Style 
$ 1 2 . 0 0
Also receive 10% off 
all other services.
(no requesting with thia offer)
GS7/"  w h at p o u  w an t 
is  Q iv e rp th in g .
SAB
The funding of the Student Government 
was discussed. It was voted that the amount of 
$2(KK).(K) would now be taken from the Student 
Fees instead of the budget of SAB.
New Business
Faculty names were discussed for the 
Campus Hearing Board Ballot. The faculty 
will be asked before being placed in the ballot. 
Names brought up were: Prof. McQuarrie, 
Prof. Connelly, Prof. Hilsinger, Prof. Fitzger­
ald, Prof. El-Korchi, Prof. Mott, and any others 
that were interested.
The Concert Chairperson for SOCCOMM 
has resigned. They would like to select an 
intern for the summer until an election can take 
place next fall. They currently have two people 
in mind. Executive Council voted to allow 
them to bypass their constitution and instate an 
intern immediately.
On Thursday, April 28, 1988, the executive 
council will meet in HL109 immediately fol­
lowing the discussion of placement o f condom 
dispensers. The discussion is open to the entire 
Student Body as requested by Joann Van Dyke 
o f Health Services.
The meeting was adjourned at 7:30 pm.
A pril 28, 1988 m eeting
Members Present were: Ellen Sloan Presi­
dent, Leslie Reed Secretary, Lisa King CCS, 
Chris Gray class of 1989, Stephen Nelson 
Academic Comm ittee, Jacqueline O ’Neill 
Newspeak, Kim Lemoi Class o f 1990, Brian 
Horgan SOCCOM, Mark Weil SAB, and Chris 
Talbot RHC.
N o  m o r e  p e n c i l s .
N o  m o r e  b o o k s .
CHRYSLER
LE BARON CONVERTIBLE
GRADUATION 
CASH BACK
AMERICA'S WINNERS 
CASH BACKt
YOU PAY JUST
$13,920* 
- 4 0 0  
—1/250 
*12,2701
$274.' . 5 9  MONTH**
*8395*
- 5 0 0
PLYMOUTH SUNDANCE
*6238*
YOU PAY JUST
$ 1 1 9 .0 0 COLT 3-DR.
N o  m o r e  d r i v i n g  
D a d 's  o ld  c a r .
Chrysler-Plymouth helps college graduates buy a new 
car, with an additionaP400 cash back!
We know how expensive college was, or is, if you’re still paying for it. Cars are expensive too, and credit’s not 
easy to get. We want to help.
That’s why Chrysler-Plymouth is giving recent graduates, 1988 graduates and graduate students $400 cash 
back on new Chrysler, Plymouth and import cars.:: Keep the cash or apply it to your down payment. This offer is 
good in addition to any other incentive we may offer on the car you choose. It’s our little graduation gift to you. 
If you have any questions about this offer, eligibility requirements or about financing your new car, call toll-free 
1-800-826-3163. Or stop by a participating Chrysler-Plymouth dealership. We’ll also be happy to explain our 
7/70 Protection Plan,+t the best powertrain and outer body rust-through warranty in the business.
*  Base sticker price excludes title and taxes * *  Based on base sticker price, including destination charges, less cash back, 
with 10% down at 9.75 Annual Percentage Rate financing for 48 months to qualified retail buyers through Chrysler Credit 
Corp. Title and taxes extra. See dealer for details of choices of easy financing payment plans. Some states do not permit 
the delayed payment plans or special credit alternatives Chrysler offers to college graduates. tTo retail buyers of new '87 
and '88 dealer stock. t tS e e  limited warranty at dealer Some restrictions apply Excludes imports. : Sticker price less cash 
back. Title, taxes and destination charges extra, ttExcludes Horizon and Reliant models.
See your local New England Chrysler-Plymouth dealers!
/UAUTfD WARRANTY
CHRYSLER
Vlymoutfi
The minutes of the April 2 Ist meeting were 
accepted with the addition of Lisa King CCS to 
the list of members present.
Committee Reports:
A cadem ic C om m ittee 
Committee appointments will be com ­
pleted next week.
C am pus H earing  Board 
New members:
Kris Szwaya ’89 
Pete Tousignant '90 
Jon T u c k e r’89 
Alternates:
Jamie Connely '89  
Bridget Powers ’90
Residence H all Council 
New officers:
Chris Talbot - Executive Chairperson 
Mindy Neligen - Secretary 
Heidi Heichart - Treasurer
SO C C O M M  
Spring weekend went extremely well. They 
are working on homecoming for next year and 
are looking for a comedian. Considering 
Robert Klein or Steve Laudesburg for a concert 
at homecoming. They are still interviewing for 
their new advisor. Kathy Murray is the intern 
Concert Chairperson.
SAB
Budgets are finally done. They are plan­
ning the Activities Fair for September 7, 1988.
C lass o f ’89 
They are planning graduation with the fol­
lowing options: 1. G o with the outdoor set-up 
and reserve an off-campus sight (such as the 
Worcester Auditorium) as an alternative in 
case of rain. 2. Just go with the indoor set-up 
(Harrington) 3. Try to get the administration to 
change their mind and go with both set-ups. 
(Harrington and the quad)
They are reserving the Worcester Marriot 
for parents dinner to be held on May 19, 1989 
and plan on reserving the Sheraton Sturbridge 
for the senior dinner dance to be held on May 
6, 1988.
C lass o f ’90
They are looking into where they should 
have spring weekend dance next year.
New Business 
The student body meeting was held from 7- 
8:00 before the regular meeting. The original 
intent was to discuss where condom machines 
should be installed. However, we discussed 
whether or not we should even have them. 
Many opinions were expressed. Some felt it 
was a health issue so we need them while others 
felt it was a moral issue and we shouldn’t get 
them. After an hour long debate, a decision 
was made to hold another student body meet­
ing on September 8, 1988. This meeting’s 
purpose will be to discuss whether or not we 
want condom machines on campus. Anyone 
who is concerned should attend so their opin­
ions will be heard.
The meeting was adjourned at 8:20.
The next meeting will be held on Septem­
ber 8, 1988 at 7:00. Have a nice summer!
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So long and thanks for the laughs
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(SPORTS
Women’s track suffers first loss
By Brian Savilonis 
Women's Coach
The WPI women’s track team lost its first 
meet of the season, falling to Trinity 79-66. As 
anticipated, WPI dominated the field events, 
while Trinity controlled all the track events, 
except the hurdles. Winners were Dianna Fur­
long (110' 2" javelin), Pam Peterson (31 ’6" shot 
put), Leslie Reed (99' 2" discus), Edie Mickey
(18.8 100m hurdles), and Cheryl Hagglund 
(76.6 400m hurdles and 5' high jump). Lesley 
Andrews picked up second in the javelin and 
high jum p and third in the long jum p, while 
Sharon Whyte finished second in the long and 
the triple jumps.
After a four-team meet on April 30, nine 
athletes will compete at the ECAC III champi­
onships at Fitchburg State on May 14-15. The 
team is currently 10-1.
Three wrestling captains named 
for next year’s squad
(WPI News Service (-Worcester Polytechnic 
Institute wrestling head coach Phil Grebinar has 
announced that Rick Maguire o f Springfield, 
Vt., Dave Sunderland of East Middlebury. Vt., 
and Todd Wyman o f Bridgewater, Ma., have 
been selected by a team vote as tri-captains for 
the 1988-89 season.
Maguire, a senior majoring in electrical 
engineering wrestled in the 118 lb. class last 
season. He was champion at the Northern New 
England Tournament and second-place finisher 
at the New England College Conference W res­
tling Association (NECCWA) Championships 
in 1988. *
Sunderland, a senior majoring in mechani­
cal engineering wrestled in the 158 lb. class last
season. He put together a superb 1988 season 
finishing third at both the 1988 Northern New 
England Tournament and the NECCWA 
Championships.
W yman, a senior majoring in management 
engineering wrestled in the 126 lb. class last 
season. W yman placed second at the 1988 
Northern New England Tournament and fifth at 
the NECCWA Championships. He placed third 
at the 1987 NECCWA Championships in the 
118 lb. class.
“All three o f these guys are great leaders 
who have earned the respect of their fellow 
wrestlers through their hard work and dedica­
tion. It is this dedication that motivates their 
teammates and was the primary reason for their 
selection,” Grebinar said.
Baseball team takes two from Coast 
Guard in double header
On behalf o f the European exchange stu­
dents, we would like to take this opportunity to 
thank all the people who made our stay here so 
enjoyable and memorable. To begin with, the 
people who made it possible for us to come 
here; Tom Thomsen, Asst. Dean of students, 
Profs. L. Schachterle, S. Gerstenfeld and all the 
people at the project center. A very special 
mention to Rev. P. Scanlon for his help and 
guidance.
Also those who have meant so much to us 
in so short a time especially the WPI interna­
tional ‘keep on partin’’ crowd, the brothers 
who enabled us to experience fraternity life at
WPI, in particular ATO & KAP, thanks guys, 
it has been an education to say the least! Oh yes 
and the sisters of for the popcorn. Thanks 
in general to everyone who have made this ex­
change an experience to treasure, roommates, 
classmates and ruggers!!!
This European exchange works both ways. 
We would encourage the students ol WPI to get 
involved in the program to share the same 
experiences that we have enjoyed so much in 
our countries i.e. IRELAND. Look forward to 
meeting you over there.
Regards,
Declan and Barry.
NKWSPKAK STAFF PHOTO / MF.<JAN ABDUL RAHIM
Hurdlers take the First jump in the quad meeet held April 23.
WPI golf team to participate in first annual 
Engineer’s Cup
(WPI News Service)-The WPI golf team will 
be one of four teams to participate in the inagu- 
ral Engineer’s Cup Match. This year’s tourna­
ment will be hosted by MIT and be held on May 
2 at Brae Burn Country Club in Newton, M as­
sachusetts.
WPI and MIT will be joined by Rensselaer 
Polytechnic Institute and New Jersey Institute
of Technology. A five man team from each 
institution will compete, with four scores to be 
counted.
"1 think that all of these teams are of similar 
ability and should compete well together,” said 
John Barry, MIT head coach and orginator of 
the Engineer’s Cup Match. Barry hopes to have 
California Tech participate next year.
NKWSPKAK STAFF PHOTO / MKGAT ABDUL RAHIM
A WPI long jumper goes all out in the team's loss to Trinity.
Golf places in New England championships
(WPI News Service)-The W orcester Poly­
technic Institute golf team took an early lead in 
the 1988 New England Intercollegiate Golf 
Association Championship at New Seabury 
Country Club, New Seabury, Massachusetts, on 
April 18, shooting a 306 to earn a first place after 
the first round.
The team ended the match in the 10th spot 
out o f a Field of 38 New England Division I, II, 
and III colleges and universities.
At the conclusion of round one. WPI players
held three o f the top seven positions out o f the 
field of 140 intercollegiate golfers. Juniorteam  
captain Mark Bugbee earned a second-place by 
shooting an impressive 73. Sophomore Paul 
Kirkitelos earned sixth-place with a 75, fol­
lowed by junior Tim Brindamour in seventh- 
place with a 76.
In the second round Bugbee shot an 80 to 
bring his total to 153, which placed him tenth 
overall in New England. WPI finshed 49 
strokes behind first-place Hartford University, 
a Division I school.
(WPI News Service)-After suffering three 
losses in as many days the Engineers visited 
Coast Guard Academy on Saturday, April 23, 
and swept the double-header.
The Engineers bats were quiet against Trin­
ity College on April 19. Sophomore Mike 
Tomasetti led the Engineers with two hits in the 
I -0 loss.
The Engineers came up with on rtih'Siufrr" 
again on April 20, as Bates College escaped 
with an I 1-10 victory. Freshman Brian Powers 
led the offense with three hits, a RBI. and one 
run. Junior Geoff Cairns, Kevin O ’Connell, 
John Sweeny, and sophomore Greg Allegrezza. 
each had two hits.
Suffolk University handed the Engineers
their third loss of the week on April 21. 8-4.
O 'Connell had two hits for WPI.
After a day off the Engineers travelled to 
Coast Guard for a double-header. Senior pitch­
ing ace Matt Colagiuri allowed one run on two 
hits in the first inning. He gave up only three 
other hits as the Engineers prevailed 3 -1. Alle­
grezza had two hits and two RBI’s. Senior 
MtBwcajjijlin Justin Ford had two hits, stole two bases 
tkJi*arT£r^c()rtXTarun. **
The WPI bats'tarrflPBli ve in the second game 
as the Engineers scored 12 runs on 10 hits. 
Down by three after the sixth the Engineers put 
together a seven run seventh, highlighted by a 
three-run hom er by sophomore Rich Bour­
geois. Bourgeois proved to be the winning run 
as Coast Guard two runs in the bottom of the last 
inning. Bourgeois, Tomasetti, and junior 
Frankie Shea each had two hits in the 12-10 win.
Tennis team crushes Anna Maria
(WPI News Service)-The WPI tennis team 
took eight of nine matches from Anna Maria in 
their first victory of the spring on April 22.
In singles matches senior Mike Deprez (6-
I, 6-2), junior Torkis Simanjuntak (6-1, 6-1), 
senior John Davis (7-6, 4-6. 6-2), senior Chris
Men’s track takes quad
(WPI News Service)-ln theirquad-m atch on 
Saturday, April 23, WPI (77) rolled over Trinity 
(50), Tufts (41). and Coast Guard Academy 
(39).
Junior Brian Johnson was W PI’s only 
double w innerof the day. Johnson won the 100- 
meter dash (: 11.4) and the 200-meter dash
022.92).
Cushman (6 -1,6 - 1), and junior Matt Roberts (6- 
0, 6-0), were victorious.
The doubles teams of Simandjuntak and 
Roberts and freshman Mark Terry and fresh­
man Jeff Brennecke handled their matches 
easily (10-3 and 10-5).
meet
The Engineers posted four other first-place 
finishers, six second-places and seven thirds. 
O ther first-place finishes were captured by 
sophomore John Campbell with a high jum p of 
6 ’6"; junior David Lathem with a long jum p of 
21' 1.5.'  ^senior David Durrenberger with a jave­
lin throw o f 192’6"; and sophomore Daniel 
O ’Conner with a discus throw of 143’2".
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|GREEK CORNER]
G reek o f the Week
Leslie Reed o f Phi Sigma Sigma has been 
selected as Greek of the Week. Leslie is a Junior 
Mathematics major from Riverside, Rhode Is­
land. She is a dedicated student as well as a de­
voted member to Phi Sigma Sigma. She is also 
extremely active in campus organizations.
Currently, Leslie holds the office of M em­
ber at Large for Phi Sig Sig’s Judicial Board. 
Last year, as Scholarship Chairman, she set up 
a library in our basement and created a tutoring 
program. Both have proved to be useful and 
beneficial to all classes. Leslie represents the 
ideals of Phi Sigma Sigma. She excels in all her 
activities and is very determined to achieve her 
goals.
Leslie’s dynamic personality will prove 
beneficial to  Rushees next fall as she acts as a 
Rush counsellor. There isn’t anyone who is 
more willing to listen and help others as Leslie.
Her caring attitude toward others led her to 
be an important member o f Choices: the Peer 
Advising System. Leslie has spoken out on 
many issues regarding safety of students on the 
W PI campus. She dedicates many hours each 
week to helping other students while remaining 
on the Mathematics National Honor Society.
A well rounded person, Leslie also partici­
pates on the W om en’s Varsity Track & Field 
Team. Although sustaining a serious injury, 
Leslie fought hard to return to the team even 
more victorious than before.
At Recognition ’88 Leslie was honored with 
two prestigious awards. She received the Bon- 
nie-Blanche Schoonover Award for Academic 
Honors and the Junior Excellence Award for co- 
curricular activity thanking her for her leader­
ship positions on campus. Leslie is the type o f 
person everyone likes due to her good- natured- 
ness.
The Panhellenic Association wishes to 
congratulate Leslie on her selection as Greek of 
the Week.
A lpha Chi Rho
Greetings from Alpha Chi Rho. As D-term 
entered its last two weeks, the house remained 
very busy. Last week, the fraternity held its first 
annual Toga Party and its traditional semi- 
formal dinner dance, Nite in Cairo. Both nights 
were lots of fun, as everyone had a great time. 
Thanks to Mikey and the social committee, and 
Matt and Baz for organizing each night. Also, 
this past Friday night, we held our annual senior 
appreciation dinner and followed it up with an 
Around-the-W orld party. Thanks to all those 
who contributed to make the night a great suc­
cess.
On another note, congratulations to Morgan 
Bastille and Kelly Kinney for being named 
Friends of the Fraternity. Also, congratulations 
are due to brother Paul Amons for his reception 
o f the award for the highest four-year average in 
military history at the annual Holy Cross ROTC 
President’s Review. Since this is the final Greek 
C om er of the year, the brothers of Alpha Chi 
Rho would like to congratulate the graduating 
brothers and thank them for their dedication to 
the fraternity. We hope to see you all back at 
Homecoming next year. Good luck to all and 
have a great summer.
A lpha G am m a Delta
So guys, did everyone have a good Spring 
W eekend? Roses to all the sisters who made the 
chariot such a success; we won best theme!! 
Congratulations to Lisa and Jen for the sopho­
more excellence awards they received at Rec­
ognition ‘88’! Awesome job! Way to go Alpha 
Gam for taking the Community Service aw ard!! 
Roses to all the sisters who have been accepted 
into honor societies!
So Beth, are we going to share Scoop Squir­
rel again this week? Congratulations on your 
sum mer job Michelle! C, P, & S. C an’t wait to 
see your Visa bill this month, Sharon! Everyone 
have a  great summer! I am going to miss every­
one! Hey Sonja, so who is the mysterious couch 
potato from W orcester State? Anna, gone 
bowling lately?? Li- get back in the car... now! 
Lisa P- look out for the windows - 1 hate it when 
they grab your hair. MOE, LARRY, AND 
CURLY! - see ya’ in August!
D elta Phi Epsilon
Robin, Teresa, Sue, Marianne, Kathy and
Carolyn get psyched for the New Englands and 
The Dad Vails!!!
Teresa, great job  on your MQP- 1st place.
Amy, we all hope that you feel better and get 
well soon.
Good luck to Robin and Fran.
Congratulations and good luck to all this 
years graduating seniors: Linda Cardiani, Joan 
Argarin, Kathy Cushing, Carolyn Mahoney, 
TeresaTucchio, Edie Mickey, Robin Raymond, 
Pam Mercier, Eileen Sullivan and Donna Gri- 
maldo.
To those of you returning next year, have a 
great summer and we will see you all next A- 
term.
Phi Sigm a Sigm a
Well, it’s nice to have our “warm and 
fuzzy" (cold and bald) back where it belongs. 
O f course you d idn’t steal him Beth- we believe 
you but we w on’t buy you any M & Ms. Happy 
(belatedi) Birthday to Avie and Jen S. Moe we 
heard you had a memor^We'birthdayi
THANK YOU —  to ATO for the cookout on 
Tuesday and to Phi Sig Kap for Friday’s cook­
out. Everyone get psyched for ice-cream at Prof. 
V assallo’s tonight. Meet at the house at 6:30 and 
for those in crew come to the house after prac­
tice- some cars will wait for you. A standing 
“O " goes lo Donna and her committee for an 
outstanding job  on awards night.
Speaking of awards check out this list from 
Recognition ‘88:
**A cadem ic H onors**
Bonnie-Blanche"  Schoonover Award - 
Leslie Reed
Eta Kappa Nu Outstanding Student Award - 
Alison Gotkin
**L eadership  A w ards**
Freshman Excellence Award for Co-cur­
ricular activity - Tammy Perry
Junior Excellence Award for Co-curricular 
Activity - Leslie Reed
•♦ S oro rity  A wards**
Outstanding Chapter Award - Phi Sigma 
Sigma
Campus Involvement Award - Phi Sigma 
Sigma
1 CONGRATULATIONS TO  ALL THE 
WINNERS!
Good luck during this last week. Finish 
those M QP’s, IQP’s, and Sufficiencies. Good 
Luck to the crew team at the Dad Vails in 
Philadephia.
I hope the Seniors don’t forget us when they 
GRADUATE. We will miss you a lot. Thank 
you for all the good times and the smiles you 
have brought to us. PHI SIGMA SIGMA 
LOVES THE “OH MOST BEAUTIFUL 
O N E S !”
As you walk down each new path of life, you 
must take time to reflect upon what has been 
learned and remember those who guided you. It 
is always difficult crossing the streams o f time 
knowing that you cannot go back. Do not look 
upon this as a sad time - for the memories you 
have can never be taken away, with time they 
will only grow more valuable. The friendship 
that has been made through Phi Sigma Sigma 
will only strengthen with the setting sun o f day. 
Your sisters will always be here for you, to 
rejoice with you in your new found destinations.
GOOD LUCK TO ALL THE GRADU­
ATES!!!
Sigm a A lpha Kpsilon
D-term is winding down on many good 
notes for the brothers of Sigma Alpha Epsilon. 
The prime example: “The Outstanding Chapter 
Award.” Let’s keep it up and improve next 
year. Greal job on Parent’s Day T!
Way to go A-team softball. Great comeback 
against Theta Chi! Simply a classic SAE win. 
Good luck in the championship game against 
the Gam- w e’ll need more heroics from 
Brownie, Grabs, and the rest o f the crew: T, 
Disco, Toe. Tony, BV, Sline, C C, and Chip.
The brotherhood would like to lhank our 
social chairmen, Adam and Fred, for outstand­
ing C & D term parties. The house was “up” for 
the Eruption Party Saturday.
Congratulations to all the participants in the 
IM track meet. SA E’s took first place in the 
following: 100, 200, 400, 800, mile, and mile- 
relay. Louie, Keith, Davco, Zam, Grabs, Sline, 
Pratt, Long, Mers, and o f course Disco (5th in 
400 IM hurdles) - fantastic job!
Speaking of fantastic jobs - hats off to EC
(Webber, Johnny “Subtle", Looksie, Nellie- 
box, and McSpike) for proving strong and effi­
cient. Thanks brothers!
On a note o f scholarship, let’s keep up our 
high G PA’s once again - everyone go 3 for 3, or 
at least make JVW  somewhat happy, 2 for 3.
(CLUB CORNER
G erm an  C lub
Come, see and play! Thursday, 5th of May 
at 6 p.m. we will watch “The Marriage of Maria 
Braun” in the AV-Room of the library. At 8 
p.m. we will meet at the world-house to go to 
Coffee Kingdom for a cup o f coffee and a game 
of cards: Skat. D on’t worry, we will teach you, 
if you don’t know the game!
Wir feiern Abschied!!! Am Freitag, den 6. 
Mai trifft sich der German Club um 17.30 Uhr 
in der Dover St. 14 zum Grillen. Bitte bringt 
Fleisch, Wurst oder Kartoffeln mit. Fiir 
Getranke wird gesorgt.
We celebrate the end o f D-Term!!! Friday, 
the 6th of May at 5.30 p.m. the German Club 
will have a barbecue at 14 Dover St. Please 
bring meat, sausages or potatoes. We will take
And o f course “Best Brothers” , JVW  and 
Alex. Throw in Duse, Davco, Frank & Vince for 
good measure. 4 fine years well done!!!
And at the end of it - Paddy Murphy!! Us, 
beer, Maine, beer, the lake, canoes, beer, hoop, 
beer, bonfires, and simply just more beer!!
Five Apples
care o f the rest.
Pi Tau Sigm a
The newest members of Pi Tau Sigma were 
initiated Thursday evening, April 28th. The 
new members are: Magda Bonnin, Dan Bowers, 
Mike Carroll, Albert Cho, Marsha Comeau, 
Michael Daley, Ian Darnell, Kevin Daul, Gabor 
Hajos, Jennifer Jaramillo, Jason Koskey, Anne 
Mannarelli, John McCue, David Meunier, 
Danny Palubeckis, Joseph Parashac, Chris Pa­
ter, Anne Pelligrino, Michael Phaneuf, Thomas 
Stottlemeyer, Paula Tittle, and Michael Vidal. 
Our two Honorary members for this academic 
year are Professors Mohammod Noori and 
Mark Richman. Congratulations to our newest 
members.
Worcester 
Polytechl
N u g !HONE MUG PEH BOOKING W ILE SUPPLIES LAST
When you pick up your tickets at 
CRIMSON! Free Airline Reservations 
& Ticketing Service
CRIMSON TRAVEL
316 M A IN  ST., W O H CESTER
CB1MSON is an  official authorised agent for a ll 
airlines and  there b  NO EXTRA CHARGE w hen 
yon pick np  your tickets a t CRIMSON!
IF YOU'RE TRAVELLING ON ANY 
OF THESE AIRLINES.. .  American, 
Eastern, United, Pan Am, Delta, 
TWA, Northwest, USAir, Piedmont, 
El Al, British Air, Qantas, Air 
Canada, Iberia, Lufthansa, Swiss 
Air, Air India, Icelandair, Alitalia, 
Aer Lingus, Viasa, or even shuttle 
flights.
AVOID LONG LINES AT THE AIR­
PORT, PICKUP YOUR TICKETS AT
CRIMSON TRAVEL
316 MAIN STREET, WORCESTER 
OPEN NON.-rRI. 9 AM - 6 PM, WED. 9 AM • 8 PM 
SAT. 9 AM - 5 PM
7 5 7 -0 6 0 0
M E X I C A N  F O O D  IS T H E  
H E A L T H I E S T  OF N A T U R A L  F O O D S
HUNGRY?
THINK
ITALIAN
THINK
ANGELA'S
257 Park Ave. 
Worcester, Ma.
Tues.-Sun: 4:30-10:30
F O R E IG N  STUDENTS
F or p ro fessiona l and confiden tia l 
c o n su lta tio n s  regard ing  you r V ISA  
sta tu s and right to w ork  in the 
U nited  S ta tes a fte r g radua tion  contac t:
T H E L A W  O F F IC E S  O F 
H A R V E Y  S H A P IR O
15 Court Square 515 Madison Avenue 
Boston, MA 02108 New York, NY 10022 
Tel. (617) 723-3277 Tel. (212) 355-5240
★★★EN JO Y CASUAL 
DINING from *3.99
AT WORCESTER'S MOST POPULAR RESTAURANT
cTlcapulco
OPEN
TIL 4 AM
BYOB
MEXICAN RESTAURANT 
117 HIGHLAND ST. 711-1741
FAST CARRY-OUT SERVICE
My Dearest that I Adore, congratula­
tions! I’ll Miss you ! I love you. Ador­
ingly yours.
Pen — don’t think it’s over yet. I’m 
not going to be that far away. We’ll do 
lunch and extravagance, for sure. First
— the GRILL. And I expect dinner!
(CLASSIFIEDS
Don’t forget to see the Newspeak pho­
tography show in the Gordon Library, 
now through August 15!
Tuesday May 3, 1988____________
ROOM FOR RENT. Near WPI. 
Furnished, utilities included. $55 per 
week or $220 per month. Non-smokers 
only. Call 757-6814.
FOR SALE - three family close to 
WPI. 5/5/6, three bedrooms each, sepa­
rate utilities. Ten year old roof, alumi­
num sided. Room for off street parking. 
Good location, long term investment. 
$169,000, Horne and Hastings Associ­
ates - Shirley Newell, 756-5761.
APARTMENTS FOR RENT. Three 
bedromms and four bedroom apart­
ments. Ready for June 1st. Clean, quiet, 
three minute walk to college. Call 835- 
2806.
NEWSPEAK
The summer job that pays $5 - $10 
per hour while you catch the rays. Col­
lege Pro-Painters, call 1-800-424-2468.
EXCELLENT INCOME FOR 
HOME ASSEMBLY WORK. FOR IN­
FORMATION, CALL 504-646-1700 
DEPARTMENT P1645.
Gym work students please sign your 
time cards early. Payroll will not proc­
ess anything after May 6th. Leave self 
addressed stamped envelope to have 
your check sent home. Coach Massucco.
Take a look back on some of the 
major WPI happenings at the Newspeak 
photo show - third floor, Gordon Li­
brary.
Good Luck Phi Sig Sig Seniors!
Large, warm, sunny ROOM, semi- 
furnished, VERY close to WPI in gor­
geous, clean apt. Kitchen & Laundry 
privileges. Female grad student or ma­
ture upperclassman only. Available 
mid-June. Call Cathy, 798-2102 after 6 
pm or leave a message.
Female roommate wanted for newly 
renovated Apt. less than 1 block from 
WPI. Non-smoker. Large bedroom with 
closet available. Call Shelly or Laura at 
792-2551.
Found in wedge, HP calculator. Call 
Dave at 792-2797. Found 4/26.
Call me today to arrange for Apart­
ments for August or fall. Call Mary 
Brodin at 792-2551.
Dear Nat, I love you! From your 
M.W.L.T.M.L. XXX
Pagell
Desk for sale. Great condition. 
4’x2’x2 1/2' Seven drawers, light brown. 
$40 or best offer. Contact Mike at 793- 
0836 or Box 2455.
Phi Sig Sig Seniors are AWESOME! 
Good Luck and Keep in touch!
Looking for a fan of The Alarm who 
recorded their Tuesday night concert on 
WBCN. Please contact Box 2550 or call 
792-6657.
Some of the best Newspeak photos 
can be found on the third floor in the 
Gordon Library. Go take a look!
Phi Sig Sig Seniors will be terribly 
missed.
Spuds • another year over. Can you 
believe how much has happened? When 
we’re too rich and famous, we'll split a 
bottle of DP or two and laugh about it.
Senior Phi Sig Sig’s, may Phi Sig Sig 
continue to be an important part of your 
life.
Keep in touch Phi Sig Sig Seniors! 
We LOVE you!
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Summer Positions 
in 
Marketing, Advertising, 
& Sales Promotion
$10.25 to Start
•  Pay increases with experience
•  M anagement/Advancement opportunities in national Arm
•  Internships and scholarships available
•  Resume experience and reccomendations possible
•  Approximately 1000 positions throughout New England
•  All majors may apjily
Interview now - begin after exams 
For interview and orientation appointment
call 852-1680
STUDENT SPECIAL
S anremo's
$11.00  with Student I.D.
WASH - CUT - BLOWDRY
Our Reg. $13.50
755-5852
Appt. or Walk In
237 Park Ave 
Worcester, MA
(Corner of Elm & Park 
Next to Parkview Towers)
ATTENTION 
SENIORS: 
Did you know that you can subscribe to New­
speak and stay in touch with the campus news 
of ter graduation? 
It s the best way to keep in touch with your 
Alma Mater.. 
Write Box 2700for details, do  Tim DeSantis, 
Circulation Manager.
SALE SALE SALE SALE
D ’fk o  
fu io n  c o m p a tib le
c o n v e rtib le
4 : 1  n n  t w in
I  \ J \ J  (regularly $160)
Couch, Rccliner, Bed- our versatile D'FKO Frame is all you 
need &  everything you could want at an incredibly affordable 
price. We make them, &  we guarantee them. Now available - 
the Bay Frame- n fine piece of convertible furniture from $285.
29 PLEASANT ST. 269 HUNTINGTON AVE. 
N* WORCESTER
11 PLEASANT ST. 
NORTHAMPTON
BOSTON
239 WtCHENDON ST. 
PROVIDENCE
